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Seasonal Greetings to all Pontifact Readers

p

efore turning to the doings of the Firm
and the Partners about which we usually
say something in Panorama, I would
like to pay a tribute to two people who have
been connected with this Firm for a long time
and are now retiring. Theodore Bowring went
to Nyasaland as Director of Public Works in
1948 where Henry Grace had set up an office
the previous year to carry out various road and
airfield works. This was the beginning .of otr
long association. He went to Hong Kong as
Director of Public Works a couple of years later
and invited us to prepare a report on the re
development of the airport. When he eventually
retired from the position of Adviser on Engin
eering Appointments at the Colonial Office, we
asked him to join us as a Consultant. In that
capacity his tremendous energy and his knowledge
of overseas engineering has been invaluable to
the Partners. His premature retirement on
account of the state of his health has been a very
great loss to us.
Bill Villiers was appointed our Resident
Engineer on the Maintenance Base at London
Airport in 1950. He has been continuously
engaged since the termination of that contract
on various contracts including the construction
of Kai Tak Airport. He is one of the resident
engineers whom we have always looked upon
as part of the Firm in London and Hong Kong
in both of which places he has many friends.
He carries our very best wishes for his retirement
in Bournemouth.
You will already have learned that the Pano
rama has been widened by the addition of John
Henry and Geoffrey Williams to the previous
five Partners. I am sure that this news has been
welcomed by all members of the staff.
I am told by someone well connected with the
Editorial Board of PONTIFACT that there will also
be a brief biography of the two new Partners.
I had wondered whether to add a few stories of
John Henry in the colourful early days of

Nyasaland, but on thinking it over have decided
to leave it to the official biography for the
moment.

It has been a problem for a number of years
now for Partners to be as familiar with the
faces of all members of the staff as they would
like to be. I sincerely hope that we have not
yet arrived at the stage when some people feel a
reciprocal problem regarding the Partners.
To make sure that this cannot be the case, you
will find that photographs appear elsewhere in
this issue which we hope you will find to be a
good likeness of the Partners which they are
intended to portray.
This leads me to the subject of personal
relations. It has always been the tradition in
Consulting Engineering or at least of the firm
with which your Partners have had experience,
that the relations between the Partners and their
staff should be on a personal basis and that all
members of the staff should have personal
contact with a Partner if there is any problem
which they would like to discuss. The size to
which our Firm has grown makes it unfortunately
difficult for personal contacts between Partners
and most members of the staff to be as frequent
as we would like. Nevertheless, we hope that
it is generally realised that the Partners are there
to talk to if any member of the staff so desires.
Mr. Edington and Mr. Bennett will give every
possible help to any member of the staff who
has a problem, but there is no intention that
they should be a barrier between Partners and
staff. If you wish to talk to a Partner on any
matter, it is helpful to the Partner concerned
if you will give Mr. Bennett an indication of
what this matter is in advance so that the Partner
can look up any papers on the subject.
Partner’s Panorama of Christmas 1963 record
ed the tenth anniversary of the formation of
Scott & Wilson, Kirkpatrick & Partners and
mentioned that, “when the original four Partners
signed a piece of paper throwing their lot together,
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little did they realize that in ten years’ time the
Firm would have increased five times!” Little,
I think, did the writer of that Panorama realize
that in the course of the next two years we would
again have nearly doubled our size but that is
what indeed has happened.
It is natural that so great a rate of increase
causes problems and the Partners are very grate
ful to all the staff whether technical or admini
strative who have pulled so well together that
we can now feel that, in spite of our present
greatly increased size, there are wheels that are
always turning and usually turning smoothly.
This leads me quite naturally to the subject of
Associates. We welcome the five new Associates,
Mervyn Johnston, Joe Lindsay, Alfred McDer
mott, Bernard Ranger and John Sutton. All
of them have given valuable service to the Firm
both at home and overseas. It is perhaps an
indication of the increasingly close relations,
which are of mutual advantage both to London
and the overseas firms, that of the five new
Associates, three have spent a considerable
period overseas, two as controlling Partners in
overseas firms, and one seconded to an overseas
firm; the other two have both made a number of
visits to assist overseas firms on particular jobs.
In addition to the five new London Associates
and whilst on the subject of the close links
between the London Firm and the firms overseas,
John Gandy, the Partner in charge of Nigeria
and Stanley Elliott, the Partner in charge of
Hong Kong, are becoming Overseas Associates of
the London Firm.
The summer Panorama referred to a survey of
top organization and management including the
division of duties and responsibilities. This
resulted in the delegation of a number of manage
ment duties to the Associates both individually
and as a body in their monthly meetings. This
arrangement has proved extremely successful
and has made a great contribution to the
efficiency of the management of the Firm.
I have said quite a bit about the increase in the
size of the Firm and C.G.S. had this to say in
Partner’s Panorama on St. George’s Day, 1964,
“one hears the criticism that the Firm has
grown so big that the old family spirit has
disappeared and that ‘things ain’t what they
used to be!” Whilst we all, in moments of
deoression and frustration, may feel that this
is so, one has to remember that the growth of the
Firm leads to greater opportunities. We started
in 1954 with four Partners in London and one
overseas. We now have seven Partners in

London and two overseas, ten Associates in
London and three Associates overseas. The
number of Senior Engineers has grown at least
in proportion. Had it not been for the remark
able increase in the activities of the Firm this great
field of opportunity would not have been open
to the staff. The increased size of the Firm also
enables us to have specialized technical sections
as, for example, that youngest member, the
Computer Section. These technical sections
enable the Firm to achieve a higher technical
level in investigations and research than is
usually possible in a smaller firm. They also
provide members of the staff with an opportunity
of specializing either temporarily or permanently
in a particular field if they so desire. I hope
that everyone will bear these things in mind
when they next feel that the Firm is too large
and that the Partners are unaware of their
activities. We will certainly do everything in our
power to preserve some of the personal contact
to which we have always attached great value.
Following this line of thought and this being
the Christmas number brings to mind the annual
parties which are now held in Glasgow, Kendal,
Belfast and Teeside as well as in London. It is
the one time in the year when we can be sure of
seeing all or nearly all members of the Firm.
It is always a very great pleasure to have the
opportunity of having a chat with people one
doesn’t often meet during normal times and also
to meet new members of the Firm whom, for
one reason or another, one hasn’t previously
met. My wife and I are booked this year to go
to the Glasgow Office party. Reading the
account of last year’s party at the Campsie
Glen Hotel I was somewhat alarmed to learn
that, “Mr. and Mrs. Hawkey, Mr. and Mrs.
Bowen and Mr. Sang entertained us”! It is
not difficult to picture Charles Sang in his home
land (1 gather that he becomes noticeably more
Scottish North of the Border) performing one
of those highland dances in which he used to
lead us in “the good old days” with the assistance
of Mary Willett, following this up, perhaps, later
in the evening, with a Burns’ Ballad ‘for men
only’. I have had no past experience of the
party performances of Mr. and Mrs. Hawkey
and Mr. and Mrs. Bowen but they doubtless
matched the occasion. Pondering upon these
matters I was depressed to think that the gather
ing at the Loch Lomond Castle would be un
enlivened by partner entertainment. However,
I have since learned that Charles Sang will be
with us so that entertainment will again be in

I
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good hands. I look forward with the keenest
anticipation to finding out what actually happens
at the Glasgow staff party. By the time this
Panorama appears in print I ought to know!
Turning now to the doings of the Firm and
the Partners. Something must have happened
since PONTIFACT No. 13 in which you were led by
Frank Bowen on a journey of exploration of
Africa. I cannot myself compete with this,
having since that time been no further than the
Isle of Wight! However, I am sure that some
other Partner must have done better than this.
I have just been told that the Financial Times
says that we have been appointed to a job in
Brunei. This reminds me that Henry Grace,
on one of his numerous travels round the world,
visited Brunei and I am pleased to hear that his
efforts did not go unrewarded. He also went
to a soils conference in Montreal attended by a
formidable line up of Geoffrey Williams, Stanley

Royal occasion

Elliott from Hong Kong and John Sutton.
Geoffrey Williams presented a Paper on Cylinder
Foundations. There were quite a number of
former members of the Soils Section at the
Conference so that it was quite a gathering of
Scott & Wilson, Kirkpatrick & Partners past
and present.
The Teeside Traffic Survey Office has now
been set up and judging from its monthly reports
is obviously very active. Zach Matthews is
currently exploring or surveying Mount Elgon
in Uganda. He assures me that this mountain
is of great interest being, if I understood him
correctly, the largest area of volcanic mountain
in the world. It must, at least, give an excellent
view of the zodiac. I look forward with great
interest to seeing his report. Mount Elgon
seems a suitably high note on which to wind up
this Panorama, and leaves me only to wish
everyone a very happy Christmas.
E.O.M.

by C. Ençs

To mark the granting of their charter, the
Council of Engineering Institutions held a recep
tion at the Science Museum which was attended
by Her Majesty The Queen and His Royal
Highness The Duke of Edinburgh and all
members of the Councils of the thirteen engin
eering Institutions.
Mr. and Mrs. Hawkey attended under the
flag of the Institution of Civil Engineers and

Mr. and Mrs. Bowen attended under the flag
of the Institution of Structural Engineers.
When Mr. Bowen was President he signed the
Charter on behalf of the Structurals and Mr. and
Mrs. Bowen were duly presented to Her Majesty
and the Duke.
Her Majesty graciously enquired of Mr. Bowen
if he were busy!
The trouble is lie looks so well.

auIp tm

on to little Duncan, another Scotchman inside
forward. Duncan was not fast enough to
score since his wind was broken immediately.
Dick’s son, the forward half was not backward
in dropping his ball, but it went over the crossed
bar. He was carried off. After half way time,
Kadune tried playing in the other direction.
This proved successful because Thomas Eaver,
Kadina, touched himself down on three points
to the delight of the spectators. Quenton
perverted increased their side by two (2). He
then did 25 (twenty-five) drops out and Kaduna
never looked back. The final score when the
whistle rang was 3 to 13 for Zaria”

FINAL REPORT ON
PLATEAU COMPETITION I959
“More than exactly 1/500 spectators, mostly
people, watched Kaduna Association Rugby
Union trounce Jos Club last Saturday night.
The next day, they played rugby and after a
fierce start, Captain J. Howard (6QONR) led
the scruni over the line where they scrimmed for
some tense moments. Then scottish full-back,
MacEye, passed to Reynaud the standoffish half
who gave it to the half-serum Vurley hurled it
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The Man from the Ministry
Reported by Arc/tie

Qe may be excused for drawing the
conclusion that the personnel of the
Kendal office had branched out into
amateur dramatics, but such is not the case.
However, on Friday, the 15th October, we were
honoured by a visit from the “Man from the
Ministry.” The Ministry was, of course, the
one numbered amongst our best clients—the
Ministry of Transport—and the man none other
than its Director General of Highways, W.G.
Harris Esq., C.B., M.A. (Cantab.), M.I.C.E.
For some considerable time past Mr. Grace
had tried hard to persuade the Ministry’s top
highway engineer to pay a visit to the Kendal
office and be conducted over the 36 miles of the
route of the M6 Motorway extension northwards
from the Lancaster By-pass for which the firm
are responsible. Activity in and around Shaw
End increased in momentum from Wednesday
(D minus 2) onwards with the arrival of Mr. E. 0.
Measor and Mr. H. Grace, together with their
new Partner-elect, Mr. J. K. M. Henry. It
should be mentioned at this stage that not all
the time elapsing up to zero hour on Friday, the
15th, was taken up in making arrangements for
the visit of the V.I.P. A golf match of long
standing between S.W.K. & P. and the Cumber
land County Surveyor’s Department was sand
wiched in on Thursday afternoon in weather
which did not augur well for the big day following.
Fortunately D-day, Friday, turned out fine if
cloudy, and the official party of Messrs. E. 0.
Measor, H. Grace, J. K. M. Henry and the
writer, left Shaw End promptly at 10 am, for
the village of Hackthorpe on the A6 some four
miles south of Penrith, where we were to meet
the Ministry party at 11.10 am. Due, however,
to a slight hiatus in the form of an unusually
large indivisible load on the trunk road system
somewhere south of Carlisle (where the Ministry
party had stayed overnight) the meeting at
Hackthorpe did not materialise until after 11.30
a. m.

Evaiis

The Ministry party consisted of Mr. Harris,
Mr. H. Barkas (Assistant Chief Engineer,
Motorways) and Mr. Gair, the Ministry’s
Divisional Road Engineer for the Northern
Division based on Newcastle. After brief
introductions, the party moved off southwards
to inspect as much of the proposed Motorway
route as possible. Mr. Henry, who was in the
leading car with Mr. Harris and Mr. Grace,
acted as principal guide. Short stops were
made at strategic points along the proposed
route, including Lowther Park and the Lune
Gorge, until the site of the trial embankment
was reached, adjoining Killington reservoir.
Here the party were joined by the head of No. 2
Section, P. D. Knowles, who, with David Butler,
gave details of the work to be carried out on the
trial embankment. This embankment certainly
isa trial!
The time table permitted of no further inspec
tion of the proposed route to the South, where
upon the party made for the County Hotel,
Kendal, to be joined for lunch by Messrs.
McDermott, Sutton, Parker and Williams,
together with Mr. J. Mclnnes, the County
Surveyor of Westmorland.
On returning to Shaw End, the party was
ushered into the “den” normally occupied by
C. B. Paget. His room had undergone a con
siderable transformation into a very effective
scaled down lecture room, and the afternoon’s
programme opened with introductory remarks
by Mr. Grace. There then followed four
potted lectures with the aid of maps, diagrams
and drawings. The first was given by Mr.
Henry, who outlined the programme of investi
gations leading up to the submission of our
Report to the Ministry. This was followed by
talks given by T. Williams and C. B. Paget,
who went into the detail of design of their
respective sections (Sec. 3 and 4) of the pro
posed Motorway. Mr. A. S. McDermott then
Continued on page 10
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The Man from the Ministry
Reported by Arc/tie
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Evaiis
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visiting a medium to small size town causes

Some impressions of life in America
by HamLcii i’vI. Taylor

Jmerica? What visions does the name
conjure up in our minds? Undoubted
ly the pictures we visualise will vary
from person to person—the wild west, the land
of urban sprawl, the space age nation, the land
with tragic racial problems, the new world, the
land of opportunity, the cities with large cars
and extensive freeways, the land of the S. the
list is endless. Most of our ideas of what life
is like in America, and for that matter in any
other country, spring from two sourcespersonal contact with visitors to our country,
and what we read in the newspapers. It is
doubtful whether either of these two sources
give us a true picture. The first, visitors, are
generally tourists, the wealthy retired ones who
do not personify the majority of the hard working
sincere Americans. Are we not somewhat
amused by the tourist bedecked with large
sunglasses and stetson hat who states in his
southern drawl that he is going to do Edinburgh
in a day? The second, the newspapers, do not
always give us a true picture of life in another
country. Too often we hear of the bad things
that happen and not enough of the good things.
Newspapers like sensational articles, it is good
for business, so it is not surprising that plenty
of space was given ill the American newspapers
to the Mod-Rocker conflict in Margate and
similarly in our own newspapers we read of the
riots in some American cities. True these
things happen but unless they are put in the
proper perspective they give the wrong impres
sion.
In being awarded a scholarship to study at
Northwestern University in Evanston (13 miles
from Chicago) I felt very fortunate not solely
for the opportunity to study abroad, but also
for the opportunity to see how others live. This
is enlightening because not only is it possible
to see the good and bad points in their way of
life but it also becomes evident what the good
and bad points in our own way of life are.

Before returning to Scotland I took advantage of
the Greyhound Bus Company offer to travel tour
ists—99 days travel for 599. For approximately
£35 the purchaser may travel an unlimited
mileage within the United States and parts of
Canada and Mexico. Quite a bargain which I
commend to anyone going to America. Being
a Scot I received good value for my money and
covered 10,000 miles visiting 20 cities in America
and 6 in Canada on the way. After having
lived in America for a year and having seen a
considerable part of the country I do not claim
to be an authority on the Americans or their
way of life—the country is so vast that I doubt
if any one could claim to be an authority on that
subject. My impressions are, one might say,
city orientated because I spent niost of the year
in the metropolitan area of Chicago. Had I
spent the year in a small town like Green River,
Wyoming I am sure my impressions would be
somewhat different from what they are now.
I cannot hope to describe all of what impressed
me, so what follows is a selection of my impres
sions of the American way of life.
I did not expect there to be a language problem
in going to America but I should not have been
so sure. Shortly after I arrived at the university
I had to have the normal medical examination.
The nurse asked me how heavy I was so I replied,
“I am eleven stones”. Well it was with an
amazed and puzzled look on her face that she
asked, “Will that be big stones or little stones?”
There are many other little differences in the
one does not stand in a queue but
languagestands in line, one does not take the lift but the
elevator, wireless instead of radio brings on a
curious look as does films instead of movies.
In Britain we are, I think, in general more
cosmopolitan than the average American. We
are so close to the continent of Europe that we
are frequently in touch with people from other
countries and a foreigner in our midst is nothing
new. On the other hand in America a foreigner

quite a stir and creates much interest. Many
Americans I met were very conscious of the
fact that they were, to a certain extent, isolated
from other countries and welcomed the oppor
tunity to nieet and talk to someone from another
country. On various festive occasions through
out the year I received several phone calls, as
did the other foreign students, from families
inviting us to join them for their Thanksgiving
dinner, Christmas dinner, etc. These phone calls
were from people I had never met before but
who were concerned lest some foreign students
should be alone and miles away from home on
such occasions. It was humiliating in a way
because I wondered if we were so hospitable to
foreign visitors to this country. This level of
hospitality is not just a characteristic of the city
I was living in because I found the people just
as hospitable in most of the places I stayed in
during my tour round the country.
America is vast and yet the communication
system within the country makes it difficult to
realise this. The New York Times may be
bought in every big city, most cities are only a
few hours apart by air, the highway system is
extensive and is forever being improved, the
huge transcontinental trains pound along the
lines connecting coast to coast, and the telephone
system is such that it only costs a few shillings to
phone from one side of America to the other.
With such superior communications it is not
surprising that rarely does something happen in
one part of the country without the rest of the
country knowing about it. This is good in
many ways but it leads to a stereotype city.
Setting the surrounding scenery apart there were
few cities which struck me as being individualistic.
San Francisco, San Antonio and New Orleans
have their own character because they are old
and were built originally by people of different
cultures. New York is in a class of its own.
Washington D.C. is unique and has a particularly
well laid out central area from the aesthetic point
of view if not from a traffic point of view. Most
other cities were of the standard grid iron pattern
with streets taking offal right angles and stretch
ing in straight lines for miles on end. This may
ease the traffic problem but it does not give a
city any character of its own.
I have already mentioned the extensive high
way system but I think this topic deserves a few
more comments. Without a doubt America is
the most auto dominated country at the moment.
Approximately one-sixth of the gross national
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product of the country is spent on highway
transportation of one kind or another. The
motorist has a powerful political lobby group
in the form of the large automobile manu
facturers and this group ensures that plenty of
money is spent on highway construction. The
system of interstate highways is gradually being
completed and this will account for 40,000 miles
of limited access freeways. At the moment it
is possible to travel from New York to Chicago,
a distance of approximately 970 miles, without
having to stop at a red light once. People
certainly do travel more and further than we do.
It did not seem unusual to travel 400 miles up
into Wisconsin to go skiing for a weekend,
nor was it unusual to make a round trip of 1,000
miles in three days to see Detroit and the Niagara
Falls. With such high class freeways such
journeys do not present the problem that they
would in this country. Journeys of 20-30
miles are a mere triviality.
America is a sporting nation and although
their sports are too numerous to list the two
major ones, football and baseball, deserve special
mention. My first afternoon at a football
match was quite enlightening. In Britain a
university team is lucky if it attracts a few
hundred spectators so you can imagine my
surprise at seeing the Northwestern University
stadium which seats 56,000 people and what is
more the stadium is sold out for home games.
The first home game was quite a spectacle to
watch. The 120-man university marching band
played several marches while the drum majors
strutted up front. On came the home team,
all 80 of them, completely attired with helmets,
visors, shoulder pads, knee pads, etc. After
lengthy limbering up exercises the lucky 11
took the field to face the opposition while the
remaining 69 sitting at the touch line no doubt
hoped that they would get on the field for a
few minutes of the game. To cheer the team
on the Porn-Porn girls jumped around waving
porn porns of the university colours while the
cheer leaders led the crowds in singing the
university songs. The mascot, a student dressed
like a wild cat, also pranced around urging the
team on to greater glory—rather tame, Louisiana
State University has a real live Bengal tiger
which is pulled along the touch line in a cage!
Professional baseball is big business and some
of the top players get fantastically high salaries.
In Houston, the huge Astrodome stadium has
been built so that baseball may be played there
without interference from the weather. This
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stadium, which is completely air conditioned,
is large enough to house an eighteen storey
building.
Life at an American University is somewhat
different from that at a British University.
Nearly all of the universities that I visited in the
States were laid out in very attractive campuses—
Northwestern University with the squirrels
frolicking between the trees and over the foot
paths gave the campus niore of a country atmos
phere than that of a city. Most of the boys
belonged to Fraternities and the girls to Sororities
In the absence of a students union the social
life was conducted between the sororities and
fraternities. This tends to be a little danish
since some fraternities will only have social
meetings with certain sororities. This is not
the case at all universities—Louisiana State
University has one of the most complete and
luxurious students unions imaginable. It in
cludes a bowling alley, theatre, cinema, post
office, shop, ballroom, etc. Back in Evanston
the fact that the American Wornens Temperance
Union is based there does not help the students
social life because they have contributed to
making Evanston dry, hence no students beer
bar! The students were very friendly and a
good example of their hospitality is the fact that
I had only been at the university but a few hours
when was asked if I would like a date arranged
for that evening!
America is a land of very patriotic people,
probably one of the reasons that they are so
successful is the fact that they wholeheartedly
believe in themselves and are very proud of
their past and present achievements and of
their goals. it is a long time since I have heard
our national anthem sung with the same feeling
and pride that the Americans put into the singing
of their anthems.
The salaries offered in America compared to
those here are very attractive but it must be
remembered that the cost of living is also much
higher than it is here. One graduate student
at Northwestern University found that it would
be cheaper to fly his wife home to have her baby
here than to pay the doctors bill there. Educa
tion is also an expensive item, tuition alone at
Northwestern University was $1,800 per year
for undergraduates. Lower down the scale it
rather horrified a canny Scot to have to pay
$2.25 for a haircut! If there are no large bills
to pay such as those for education and medical
expenses then the salaries are very attractive
indeed.

PONTIFACT No.14

The passing of the Civil Rights and Voters
Rights Bills have paved the way for the elimina
tion of racial prejudice but it will take more than
a signature on a piece of paper before the racial
trouble will be eliminated. In the southern
states, and in the north, I met people to whom
segregation was like a religion, they were ob
sessed with it and that cannot be renioved over
night. It will take several generations of educa
tion, and this means education of whites as well
as negroes, before this tragic problem will be
solved.
Having read this article your visions of life
in America may or may not have changed but
to me America is a fine example of how people
who come from many different countries and
cultures can set to to work and play harmoniously
together to produce a united, successful and
prosperous nation.
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People in profile: Partners
LONDON PARTNERSHIP

Mr. Measor is on the Council of the Associa
tion of Consulting Engineers and serves on the
drafting committees for C.P. Ill and 114 and
the Building Divisional Council of the B.S.I.
Mr. Measor is married with two sons and lives
at Regents Park.
He has long been interested in golf and has
taken up sailing during the past few years. He is
the joint owner of an X one design boat which is
kept at Yarmouth in the Isle of Wight. He is also
interested in skiing, opera and Chinese porcelain.

E. 0. MEASOR, A.C.G.1., B.Sc., M.I.C.E.,
M.I.Struct.E., M.Soc.C.E. (France)
Oliver Measor, after working with Rendel
Palmer & Tritton on bridge design and con
struction commanded No. 3 Indian Railway
Construction and Maintenance Group on the
reconstruction of railway bridges in Burma.
In 1946 lie joined W. L. Scott and Guthlac
Wilson, and was taken into partnership in 1950.
During this period he has been responsible for
the Royal Festival Hall, the Maintenane Base
for British European Airways at London Airport
and the Shell Centre. He is at present particular
ly concerned with the Commercial Union Build
ing, bridges n the Lancaster-Penrith Motorway,
B.E.A. Base at Abbotsinch Airport, bridges on
the Glasgow Inner Ring Road and the Hong
Kong Cross Harbour Tunnel.

R. W. HAWKEY, M.A., M.l.C.E., M.1.W.E.,
M.Soc.C.E. (France), F.I.P.H.E., F.R.S.H.
Reg Hawkey, after gaining experience on the
construction of the Ford Motor Co.’s works
and the Guildford-Godalming By-Pass Road,
joined Sir Cyril Kirkpatrick & Partners in 1935,
becoming Chief Assistant in 1941 and a partner

E. 0. Measor

R. W. Hawkey

THE MAN FROM THE MINISTRY
continued f,o,’n page
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enlightened not only Mr. Harris and his party, but
also a number of other S.W.K.P. personnel, by
giving very interesting details of the various
bridge designs for Sections 3 and 4. All these
talks were very well given, and Mr. Harris asked
a number of questions, some more searching
than expected, but nevertheless answered very
competently The party were then conducted
round the Soils Laboratory by J. L. E. Sutton
with the assistance of L. Parker;
Although a considerable amount of spade
work was carried out by a lot of the firni’s
personnel, it would only be fitting to con
clude by saying that in the writer’s opinion the
whole programme passed off successfully, and
subsequently we learnt that the “Man from the
Ministry” and his party were very pleased with
all that they had heard and seen.
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Mr. Measor is on the Council of the Associa
tion of Consulting Engineers and serves on the
drafting committees for C.P. Ill and 114 and
the Building Divisional Council of the B.S.I.
Mr. Measor is married with two sons and lives
at Regents Park.
He has long been interested in golf and has
taken up sailing during the past few years. He is
the joint owner of an X one design boat which is
kept at Yarmouth in the Isle of Wight. He is also
interested in skiing, opera and Chinese porcelain.

E. 0. MEASOR, A.C.G.1., B.Sc., M.I.C.E.,
M.I.Struct.E., M.Soc.C.E. (France)
Oliver Measor, after working with Rendel
Palmer & Tritton on bridge design and con
struction commanded No. 3 Indian Railway
Construction and Maintenance Group on the
reconstruction of railway bridges in Burma.
In 1946 lie joined W. L. Scott and Guthlac
Wilson, and was taken into partnership in 1950.
During this period he has been responsible for
the Royal Festival Hall, the Maintenane Base
for British European Airways at London Airport
and the Shell Centre. He is at present particular
ly concerned with the Commercial Union Build
ing, bridges n the Lancaster-Penrith Motorway,
B.E.A. Base at Abbotsinch Airport, bridges on
the Glasgow Inner Ring Road and the Hong
Kong Cross Harbour Tunnel.

R. W. HAWKEY, M.A., M.l.C.E., M.1.W.E.,
M.Soc.C.E. (France), F.I.P.H.E., F.R.S.H.
Reg Hawkey, after gaining experience on the
construction of the Ford Motor Co.’s works
and the Guildford-Godalming By-Pass Road,
joined Sir Cyril Kirkpatrick & Partners in 1935,
becoming Chief Assistant in 1941 and a partner

E. 0. Measor

R. W. Hawkey

THE MAN FROM THE MINISTRY
continued f,o,’n page

6.

enlightened not only Mr. Harris and his party, but
also a number of other S.W.K.P. personnel, by
giving very interesting details of the various
bridge designs for Sections 3 and 4. All these
talks were very well given, and Mr. Harris asked
a number of questions, some more searching
than expected, but nevertheless answered very
competently The party were then conducted
round the Soils Laboratory by J. L. E. Sutton
with the assistance of L. Parker;
Although a considerable amount of spade
work was carried out by a lot of the firni’s
personnel, it would only be fitting to con
clude by saying that in the writer’s opinion the
whole programme passed off successfully, and
subsequently we learnt that the “Man from the
Ministry” and his party were very pleased with
all that they had heard and seen.
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in 1944. In 1951 he becanie sole partner when
Sir Cyril retired.
During the war lie served as the Executive
Engineer to the Kirkpatrick, Cooper & Duvivier
group of Consultants on the Mulberry Harbour
operation, and later was the author of a paper
on this project presented to the Institution of
Civil Engineers.
In 1954 he joined forces with Scott & Wilson
to form Scott & Wilson, Kirkpatrick & Partners.
He specialises in coast protection, water supply
and sewerage schemes and power stations.
He was the Chairman of the Association of
Consulting Engineers in their Jubilee Year 1962/
63 and is now on the Council of the Institution
of Civil Engineers. He is also on the Joint
Comniittee revising the General Conditions of
Contract.
He is niarried, has two soils and a daughter
and lives at Cobham.
He is a keen gardener, too old to play so
umpires hockey on Saturdays and is mad on
Bentleys and boats.
HENRY GRACE, S.M. (Harvard), M.Sc., (Bris
tol), M.I.C.E., F.ASCE, M.I.S.E., A.M.I.W.E.
After working with Consulting Engineers in
Westniinster during the early 1930s. he went in
1938 to Harvard University where lie studied
Soil Mechanics and Foundation Engineering
under Professors Terzaghi and Casagrande.
It was here that he first met the late Dr. Guthlac
Wilson.
During the war he served with the Royal
Air Force in the United Kingdoni and the Far
East where he was engaged on the construction
of military airfields. He joined Scott & Wilson
in 1946 and was taken into partnership in 1950.
In 1948 he went to Nyasaland and started an
office in Blantyre which becanie an independent
partnership in 1951. In Nyasaland he was
engaged on the design and the supervision of
construction of roads, airfields and water supply
schemes.
In 1952 he went to Hong Kong and started
the Hong Kong partnership and was engaged
on the design of the new Kai Tak Airport.
In 1955 he returned to London, but continued
to take an active interest in the firms work
overseas. In early 1956 lie visited Nigeria and
established an office there which has now beconie
the Nigerian partnership. Later in 1956 at the
request of the Crown Agents he visited British
Guiana and established a partnership which
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Henry Grace

F. M. Bowen

C. G. Sang

undertook work in British Guiana and the
Caribbean until its dissolution in 1960.
He specialises in dams, airports and roadworks
overseas and in motorway and traffic and traiis
pOrtatioii studies in this country. He is a
member of the Road Research Board, the
Committee on Overseas Road Research and the
Council of the International Road Federation.
Mr. Grace has recently been appointed to Panel I
of the Reservoirs (Safety Provision) Act 1930.
He is married with two sons and two daughters
and lives at Weybridge adjoining St. George’s Hill
Golf Club. Needless to say he is a keen golfer.

represents the Institution on numerous commit
tees, notably the Structural Codes Advisory
Committee and the British Standard Insti
tutions main B.S.20 and CP 113 Chapter V
drafting committees.
Frank Bowen is on the Committee set up to
review and redraft the Standard Method of
MeasLirement, and on the Civil Engineering
Research Association’s Technical Advisory Panel
on Loadings, of which he is the Chairman.
To relieve the pressure of his professional
activities he turned to rose growing and exhibit
ing. He won so niany silver trophies that his
competitors banded together and elected him
as Honorary Treasurer of the Royal National
Rose Society. He is also a keen stamp collector
with an eagle eye for errors.
He is niarried and lives at Petts Wood.

subsequently became the Resident Engineer on
this project. In 1939, lie joined the staff of the
County Engineer, Aberdeenshire, and for some
two years, including a period of secondment with
Scottish Coniniand, was engaged on coastal
defence works. From 1942 to 1946, lie held
commissioned rank in the Royal Engineers and
saw service in India. On his return he joined
George Davie & Partners, Consulting Engineers,
Glasgow, where, for two years, he was Senior
Engineer responsible for the design of a number
of important reinforced concrete projects.
He joined Scott & Wilson in 1949, became
Chief Assistant on the amalgamation in 1954,
Associate in 1958 and a Partner in 1960.
He has been concerned principally with the
design of structures and until the formation of
the Staff Services Department was in charge of
recruitment and staff matters.
His personal interests—wine, women and sang

F. M. BOWEN, M.I.C.E., M.I.Struct.E., Assoc.
I. Mech. E.

.

Before joining Scott & Wilson in 1947, Frank
Bowen was engaged in the design and site
supervision of steel bridges and other steel and
reinforced concrete structures for dock wharves,
road and railway systems and factories.
He became a Partner in 1954 and since then
has been primarily concerned with the structural
side of the firm’s activities whilst maintaining
his earlier interest in civil engineering as far as
has been practicable.
He was niade a Vice President of the Institution
of Structural Engineers in 1959 and became
President in October 1963 and lie still serves and

C. G. SANG, B.Sc., A.M.I.C.E.
Charles Sang began his professional career in
1935 when lie joined Sir William Arrol & Co..
Glasgow. While with this firni lie was engaged
principally on structural design in reinforced
concrete. Froni 1937 to 1939 he was with
F. A. Macdonald & Partners, Consulting Engin
eers, Glasgow, where he was engaged on similar
work, including the design of a major road bridge
to span the River Dee in Aberdeensliire. He

J. K. M. HENRY, B.A., B.A.I., M.I.C.E.
John Henry, after graduating at Trinity College,
Dublin, began his professional career as an
Assistant Engineer with Tarniac Ltd., Wolver
hanipton and later joined Sir Cyril Kirkpatrick
& Partners in a similar capacity. During the
war he served with the Royal Air Force in the
United Kingdoni, Europe and the Far East
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As froni 1st January, 1966, Mervyn Johnston,
Joe Lindsay, Alfred McDerniott, Beriiard Ranger
and John Sutton will join Philip Edwards, Roy
Hodgen, Bill Spencer, Doug Thorp and Roger
Whiting as Associates.
Rob Meff, who was Resideiit Partner in
Nyasaland froni 1953 to 1958, has since been a
Consultant to the London Firm.
George Edington, who was Resident Partner
in Nyasaland and Nigeria from 1958 to 1963, is
also a Consultant to the London Firm.

HONG KONG PARTNERSHIP

J. K. M. Henry

G. M. J. ‘ilIiams

where he was engaged on the construction of
military airfields. On his return he rejoined
Sir Cyril Kirkpatrick & Partners for a short
period before leaving to take up an appointment
as a lecturer on soil mechanics at Trinity College,
Dublin.
In 1948 he joined Scott & Wilson, Nyasaland,
as Chief Assistant and later held the same position
in Hong Kong. He was taken into partnership
in Scott & Wilson, Kirkpatrick & Partners, Hong
Kong, in 1955 and returned to London in 1960
and became an Associate of the London partner
ship. His specialist interests are roads, airfields
and soil mechanics both in the United Kingdom
and abroad and he was Resident Partner in
charge of the design and construction of Hong
Kong Airport.
As from 1st January, 1966, he will become a
Partner of the London Firm and also a Partner
of the Nigerian Firni.
He is married, with three sons, and lives at
Woking.
His interests include golf and gardening.

initial stages of the new airport in Hong Kong.
In 1955 lie went to Ethiopia and assisted in the
preparation of a report on the proposed new
International Airport at Addis Ababa.
His main interests have been centred on works
in the fields of soil mechanics and foundation
engineering and the design and construction of a
wide variety of structures including the British
European Airways Engineering Bases at London
Airport, the Royal Festival Hall, the Shell
Centre, on which lie was Resident Engineer,and
the Conimercial Union Assurance Co.’s new
offices. He has also worked on the design and
development of prestressed concrete pressure
vessels for nuclear reactors, and is concerned
with advanced design methods. He is now respon
sible for the Hong Kong Cross Harbour tunnel.
He was made an Associate in 1960 and, as
recently aniiounced, will become a Partner iii
London froni January 1st, 1966.
He is married and has three daughters.
He is a meniber of the Scottish Mouiitaineer
ing Club and the British Alpine Club, but gave
up serious climbing on niarriage. He also
belongs to the Ski CILIb of Great Britain and
enjoys ‘downhill’ skiing. Other recreations
include sailing, squash and bridge. He is
interested in various local affairs in the Putney
district.

G. M. J. WILLIAMS, M.A., M.I.C.E., F.ASCE.
After graduating at Canibridge University,
Geoffrey Williams joined Scott & Wilson in
1945 as a PLipil to W. L. Scott. During the
years 1952-53 he was closely connected with the

S. G. ELLIOTT, S.M., B.A., B.A.I., MI.C.E.,
A. M .1 .W. E.
Resident Partner
Stanley Elliott, after graduating at Trinity
College, Dublin, began his practical training in
1948 as an Engineering Assistant with the firm
of Scott & Wilson under the late Dr. Gutlilac

S. G. Elliott
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Wilson. After an initial period in the firm’s
soil mechanics laboratory in London, lie was
transferred to the associated firm in Nyasaland
where he was engaged for several years on road,
airfield and water supply schemes, including a
terni as Assistant Resident Engineer on the
first stage of the development of water supply
resources in the Blantyre/Limbe area.
During the years 1956/57, lie studied Soil
Mechanics as a Charles Storer Storrow Memorial
scholar at Harvard University and obtained tIre
degree of Master of Science and the Austin B.
Mason Prize. He was thereafter transferred to
the associated firm in Hong Kong where he has
undertaken the investigations of a number of
proposed reclamation projects and is currently
concerned with a variety of work including tIre
Cross-Harbour Tunnel and the Plover Cove
Water Supply Scheme which involves the con
version of a large inlet of the sea into a fresh
water reservoir. The investigation and design
of this scheme were described in a paper of
which lie was joint author and which was pre
sented to the Institution of Civil Engineers last
mont Ii.
He is a member of the Institution of Civil
Engineer’s Advisory Coiiiniittee for Hong Koiig.
In 1960, he was niade an Associate arid in 1963,
a Resident Partner of Scott & Wilson, Kirk
patrick & Partners, Hong Kong. As from
1st January, 1966 lie will also be an Overseas
Associate of the London partnership.
He is married and has three daughters, plays
sonie hockey, squash and golf and even manages
some power boating and saihiiig as well.

J. F. LINDSAY, BA., B.A.I., MICE.
Joe Lindsay, after graduating at Trinity
College, Dublin, began his professional career
as an Assistant Engineer with the Kirkpatrick,
Cooper & Duvivier Group of Consultants oii
Mulberry Harbour. Later lie was an Assistant
Engineer with Sir Cyril Kirkpatrick & Partners
where he worked on the Docking Rural District
Council water supply developnient, and eventu
ally becanie a Senior Engineer with Scott &
Wilson, Kirkpatrick & Partners, Hoiig Kong.
In 1960 lie was takeii into the Hong Koiig
Partnership and has recently returtied to the
London Office. He has been engaged on sea
defence and niarine works, water supply and
power stations. While iii Hong Kong lie was
engaged upoii the Kai Tak Airport Development,
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J. F. Lindsay

Kwai (‘hung Reclamation, the Plover Cove
Water Scheme and the Harbour Crossing Investi
gations.
He served for three years on the Institution of
Civil Engineer’s Advisory Committee for Hong
Kong and gave addresses on engineering subjects
to various societies and clubs. He is a PastPresident of the St. Patrick’s Society of Hong
Kong and was a member of the Board of Direc
tors of the Y.M.C.A. and of the Rotary Club of
Kowloon. He also served for a number of
years on the Parochial Church Council of St.
Andrew’s Church, Kowloon and has never
forgiven his secretary for arranging for him to
read the lessons regularly.
He will become an Associate of the London
Firm on 1st January, 1966.
He is married with a son and daughter and his
recreational pursuits include walking, photo
graphy and golf.
*

*

J. J. GANDY, B.Sc., M.1.C.E.
Resident Partner
John Gandy, after serving with the Royal
Engineers during the war, and then working on
power station construction and oil refinery
projects, was appointed in 1952 Chief Civil
Engineer to the Port of Basrah where lie was
responsible for the planning and execution of
major projects involving reconstruction and
extensions of port facilities.
He joined Scott & Wilson, Kirkpatrick &
Partners, Hong Kong, in 1955 as Chief Assistant,
and was later the Resident Engineer on the
reclamation works for the new Hong Kong
Airport. He transferred to Nigeria in 1958
since when he has been engaged on the design
and construction of road, bridge, drainage and
water supply projects. He has been particularly
associated with the design and construction of
the drainage and roads of Maiduguri, the con
struction of the Maiduguri-Bania Road, the
Wuya Bridge and the new Kaduna water supply
and the study of the road system of Northern
Nigeria undertaken for the World Bank.
In 1962 lie was niade an Associate and in
1964 became Resident Partner of Scott & Wilson

Kirkpatrick & Partners, Nigeria. As from
January 1st, 1966, lie will also be an Overseas
Associate of the London Partnership.
He was joint author with J. K. M. Henry and
A. W. C. Vilhiers of a Paper on ‘Construction
of Kai Tak Airport”.
He was also joint author with C. M. Johnston
of a Paper on “Construction of the Maiduguri
Bania Road, Northern Nigeria” presented
before the Institution of Civil Engineers in
October, 1964.
He is niarried and has a teenage son. His
main interest is golf.
C. M. JOHNSTON, B.Sc., (Hons.), M.1.C.E.,
M. Inst. H E.
Mervyn Johnston began his professional
career in 1941 with the Air Ministry Works
Directorate on the construction of Ballykelly
Airport in Northern Ireland. In 1942 lie joined
the Works Division of the Ministry of Finance,
Northern Ireland, and spent seven years. on the
design and construction of arterial drainage
schemes, road communications and bridge works.
He joined Scott & Wilson, Nyasaland in 1949
as Assistant Engineer and becanie Chief Engineer
of Scott & Wilson, Kirkpatrick & Partners,
Nigeria in 1956. He becanie an Associate in
Nigeria in 1958 and was Resident Partner froni
.

1961 until 1963 when he returned to the London
Office. He has advised overseas Governments
in Nyasaland and Nigeria on highway, bridgeworks, water supply, drainage and soils engineer
ing problems.
Since returning to London he has been
primarily concerned with overseas road projects
in Jordan and Tanzania and on econoniic road
surveys in Nigeria.
He is niarrietl with five daughters and lives in
Londo ii.
*

*

*

Oliver Measor, Henry Grace and Reg Hawkey
are Partners of the Nigerian Firm and from
1st January, 1966 Frank Bowen, Charles Sang,
John Henry and Geoffrey Williams will also be
Partners.
Rob Meff and George Edington are Con
sultants.

A SONNET
(With lmnthle apologies to W.S.)

An Higheway Constructor’s
Lament
Fulle many a nauseous Drawing have I seen,
Flatten somnie Mountaines toppe with roads
awry,

Gougeing with tarniack Face the meddowes
green;

t
—

Yielding phaine scenes with dull Monotonye:
Anonne permit Dual Carriageway to ryde,
Like rural tracke in time-forgotten Space,
And from the urban Worhde the driver hide,
Trav’hing serene, in peace, at joyous Pace,
And yet, this morn found I the Grand Desyne!
A noble Splendor issued from this Scrip;
But out! Alack! It was but one hioure mine:
It seemethi the Desyner made soninie shippe

*

Oliver Measor, Henry Grace, Reg Hawkey

and John Henry are Partners of the Hong Kong
Firm and from 1st January, 1966, Frank Bowen,
Charles Sang and Geoffrey Williams will also
be Partners.
Michael Guilford, Ken Phillips and Harry
Pooley are Associates.
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Yet in niy Face no hate for him is seen;
This noone lie died beneathe my Barber-Greene.
J. J. Gandy

C. NI. Johnston

Tist CONWAY.
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However, here are a few random examples of how
stamps purchased for members of the Stamp Club
have already appreciated in value:—

Philately—investment or hobby?
by Ted IVrit,sht

he S. & W. K. & P. Stamp Club has flour
ished since it was formed and during the
past eighteen months, has quietly extended
its activities considerably. Nevertheless, the mem
bership is still relatively small and the object of
this article is to throw some light on certain aspects
of the hobby which often are not readily apparent
but which undoubtedly are worth thinking about.
If in so doing, some more members of the firm are
attracted to join the club, they will be very
welcome whether in London or any other of the
firm’s offices.
Stamp collectors have been called many things
by “outsiders”, froin hoarders of useless bits of
paper to names which are unrepeatable in print,
yet, far from being a childhood hobby which is
dropped at maturity, stamp collecting can not
only be an enthralling pastime in later years but
also a very profitable investment in both know
ledge and in cash. It is no coincidence that
during the unstable investment conditions of
recent years, there has been a world-wide upsurge
of interest in philately, as shown for instance by
the fantastic demand for the new GB. com
memorative stamps.
A great deal of general knowledge can be
gained by people of all ages by collecting stamps.
This is an especially good thing for young people
who are encouraged through their interest in
stamps indirectly to gain further knowledge that
they otherwise might never acquire. For example,
there are few easier ways of extending education
in geography. The practice of issuing stamps to
commemorate historical events and persons has
increased greatly in recent years, and through
them, dates which are a bore to memorise from
history books, almost unconsciously become
lodged firmly in the mind. The recent Shake
speare issues are in this category. Special stamps
also are commonly used for propaganda, ad
mittedly not always for desirable things, but
nevertheless commonly so, e.g.:
(a) Issues by various countries to publicise the need
to preserve the Nubian monuments in Egypt.

(b) The New Zealand stamp showing a road map
and car steering wheel to sponsor a nation
wide road safety campaign.
The standard issues of stamps (known as
“definitives”) nowadays commonly cover an
immense range of subjects (G.B. is almost the
sole survivor of the old practice of using only the
head of state) most of which are naturally edu
cational. To mention but one example, recent
issues of British Commonwealth countries form
in themselves virtually a pictorial encyclopedia of
the birds, fauna and natural features of those
countries: and the quality and integrity of the
colour and draftsmanship will amaze those
familiar only with some recent efforts in the U.K.
If these things are insufficient in themselves to
attract—and in all sincerity, we suggest that
parents would be well advised to take heed of them
for the sake of their children—then perhaps the
added source of potential capital gain may do the
trick.
As a cash investment, stamps stand in a similar
position to old masters or antiques. The value
is created by the law of supply and deniand and
by the common human instinct to possess some
thing rare or unique. Fashions change and the
value of stamps of an unfashionable country may
be relatively lower than the parallel issues of the
current favourites but, just as unpopular industrial
shares can gain respect and value in tinie, so can
stamps. Moreover, unlike shares, the record of
recent years shows conclusively that the general
run of stamps appreciate steadily with time and
very rarely show a loss on their original value,
and there is at present quite a high limit until
capital gains tax is applicable.
Any snags? Yes of course. Firstly, to utilise
the hobby as a profitable investment, one must
make the effort to acquire a certain amount of
basic knowledge and acunien in philately and
above all, be prepared to exercise patience. Dis
counting the occasional but rare stroke of pure
luck, stamps are a fairly long term investment and
a rapid turnover of profit is not to be expected.

Tr’dar.s
Cost
is, ,,,e,nl)erv SQ. quote
Cyprus, Boy Scout issue 1963
Miniature sheet
Cyprus
Malasvi independence issue 1964
Malaysia Orchids
Nyasaland 1963 Definitive issue
Nyasaland 1964

36
5!—
46
9
40/3/
4i/I0/

7ji0
60/—
810
2/3
196/6
101/3

On a longer time scale, there are several cases
known personally to members of the club, of
men who have built up a collection by quite
modest but regular purchases over a period of
years either for themselves or their children,
which when sold has provided a much higher
return than any other investment.
Finally, why stamps in preference to, say,
antiques? Well, three cogent points are, firsi ly
the amount spent can be from a few shillings a
month to any limit you care to set; secondly much
useful material can be acquired free from friends
etc., and thirdly, even one stamp album will hold
many hundreds of stamps and takes up no more
space to store than a large book.
This winter, the Club intends to mount a
niodest exhibition in the London Office. Date,
time and place will be publicised in due course.
The exhibits will aim to illustrate the foregoing
remarks in a simple, straightforward manner, and
all members of the staff, whether interested or not
in collecting, will he at liberty to come and see it
if only for a few minutes.

Churl 1(11!
It is reported that in a hound trail across the
fells one of the runners missed the scent, went
off course, leapt a dry stone wall and landed in
a lane in the path of a motorist. The impact
with a wing of the car did not deter the hound
and it was off before one could say John Peel.
If the motorist had made an insurance claim
would the risk have been regarded as an Act of
Dog?

Stamps

Wanted

1)0 YOU RECEIVE LETTERS
J7tc9 )‘sstt liaise

i-cad theist do

yost

destroy the estt’ehopes

If so 1) 0 N T anymore
‘

All special issues and high ‘dues from Great

Britain or any stamps from overseas, PLEASE
MEMBER

ANY

PASS

THEM

TO

THE

STAMP

CLUB

OF

COMMITTEE who

will distribute them amongst interested members

MANY THANKS

IN

ANTICIPATION

Cinen,a signs in f/aug Kong
“The Gnus of Navarone”
“A Snog to Remember”
*

*

*

The principal advantage of niotorways is that
you get there faster and have more time to hunt
for a parking space.
Anon.
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Plover Cove job report

Sources of information

by Stanley Elliott and Peter Heat/i
by Roland Pile/icr

l
e
2
n William Gaynor was Mayor of
New York he once referred to a
certain Rabbi as being “a man of
vast and varied misinformation”. Most of us,
I suspect, know people of similar intellectual
capabilities. But have you ever considered the
relationship implicit or implied between the
sources of information its subject matter, purpose

Source

and accuracy? Hearing something the other
day “through the grape vine’ as opposed to
“through the system” I was intrigued by the nice
difference between the sort of information con
veyed by these two systems. So much so that I
thought it might be a rewarding exercise to try
tabulating the differences that exist between
some of the better known sources of information.

Subject Matter

Purpose

Veracity

No news is bad news for
newspaper proprietors

Who knows? That’s the
charm

Our special correspondent Political event
Political person
(trouble maker)

Slanted news
Slanted views
(in reported speech)

Rather depends
way you lean.

Through the grape vine

Highly interesting

Making public what was
intended to be private

Very doubtful

Through the system

Extremely dull

Making public what was
intended to be public

Unfortunately true

My spies tell me

Jealous girl friend on your Your discomfort and general No comment
fishing activities in other alarm if not despondency
territorial waters

They say

Anything

From the usually reliable
sources

and

Everybody knows
Rumour bath it

Political or Royal

which
little or

about

you know
nothing

That your listener’s bête
noire is about to be
sacked or promoted

There are people, who read the signs, keep
their ear (or ears) close to the ground and their
fingers on the pulse and there are even those who

A somewhat feminine last
attempt to save losing an

which

Almost certainly fiction

argument

Depending on whether your
listener is your bête noire

Unfortunatelyonecannot
depend on wishful
thinking

would hazard a guess at the publication date of
PONTIFACT.

BUT WERE THEY RIGHT?

t

he Plover Cove Water Scheme is planned
in four stages, of which Stage I is nearly
complete, Stage II is under construction
and Stages Ill and IV are still in the planning
phase; the first two stages include the major
works. We are joint consultants with Binnie
and Partners, our major design contributions
being the main dam across the sea inlet at
Plover Cove and the structures for the Sha Tin
treatment works, although our site staff work on
other sections of the scheme which have been
designed by Binnie & Partners. The work is
being undertaken for the Hong Kong Govern
ment and received urgent impetus during the
severe drought of 1963, following which water
was purchased from the People’s Republic of
China and delivered through Stage I conduits.
Approved expenditure on Stages I and II is
£33 million, including civil work, pipework and
electrical and mechanical equipment. Reference
should be made to the accompanying map and
to the October, 1965 I.C.E. Proceedings con
taining the paper presented by Messrs. Ford and
Elliott.
Planning and site investigations, including the
formation of a large-scale test mound for the
main dam, were initiated in 1958. Construction of
Stage I began in 1961 and the most important
civil contracts are as follows:
Job
Sha Tin Treatment works
Lower Shing Mun Dam
and associated works
Tunnels and shafts
Tau Pass Culvert and
Intakes
Tai Po Tau Pumping
Station

Contractor
wan Hin
Nishimalsu (Japan)

Value
£1,100,000
£2,800,000

Kumagai (Japan)
Kuniagai (Japan)

£1,700,000
£400,000

Paul Y.

£300,000

Other contracts and investigations bring the
total value of Stage I work to £8,300,000.
Sha Tin Treatment Works is designed so that
its initial capacity of 80 m.g.d. can be doubled
later. Treatment of water commenced late in
1964.

The Lower Shing Mun earth dam reached its
crest level at about the same time. Embankment
performance has been satisfactory during con
struction and the subsequent filling of the reser
voir, which, at the time of writing, is overflowing
through the bellmouth spillway for the first time
The maximum height of this dam is 180 feet and
it is 750 feet long. A diversion tunnel was used
to keep the river flow away from the dam site.
The Lower Shing Mun Reservoir is a main
balancing reservoir of the Plover Cove Scheme
and supplies water to Sha Tin Treatment Works.
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(.OA5T OF PEOPLES RFPUBLIC OF CHINA

/

Plover Cove from the north.

Work on Stage I tunnels and shafts is virtually
complete apart from minor works on catchwaters and intakes. The main tunnels have
diameters from 12 to 22 feet and are 7 miles
long. Branch tunnels total a further 3 miles.
Tai Po Tau Pumping Station is really the hub
of the Plover Cove Scheme, being at the junction
of main tunnels to both Plover Cove (Stage II)
from the River Indus pumping station and
and Lower Shing Mun (Stage 1), and also the
I -mile long Tau Pass culvert bringing water
from China. Four miles of twin 54-in. dia. pipes
are used north of Tau Pass.
Ho Chung is the only remaining member of
those who have represented the firm on site
during the construction of the Stage I work.
The River Indus pumping station, which has
a capacity of 230 m.g.d., is “out on a limb” in
several ways. It diverts water from both the
River Indus (when in flood) and from China into
the Plover Cove Scheme. The site is only I
mile from the Chinese border and is therefore
within the frontier closed area, access to which
entails a special police permit. The main civil
contractor is the Winsome Company and the
total value of civil work is £200,000, to which
must be added some quite complicated pipework etc. Work at this site started in 1964 and
will finish in 1966; our Man at the Indus is
Robin Osborn.
Inflatable neoprene “fabridams” are used at
Tai Po Tau, Tau Pass and the Indus Pumping

Station. They were developed by the Firestone
Company and this is their first use outside the
U.S.A.
The major civil work in Stage II is being
carried out under the following contracts, both
awarded at the end of 1963:
Job
Tunnels and ShaFts
Main & Subsidiary Darns
and pumping station at
Ploser Cove

Contractor
Sentab-Gammon
Societe Francaise
dEntcrprises de
Dragages et de
Trasaux Publics

I a/icr
£6 600,000

£8400000

Sentab is a condensation of Svenska Entre
prenad Aktiebolaget (of Stockholm). Other
contracts bring the total value of Stage II work
up to £16,700,000. These include completed
access road and staff housing contracts and
future irrigation dams as well as road and drain
age works associated with the re-housing at Tai
Po of villagers displaced by the formation of
the reservoir and the loss of sea access to fishing
communities.
The tunnels and shafts of Stage II are nearl)
half completed. The main tunnel, 26 to 30 ft.
in diameter, has a length of 6 miles and branch
tunnels from stream intakes add a further 3
miles.
An interesting aspect of this work is the robot
concrete spray used to support poor rock.
This relatively new method reduces the number
of rock-bolts and steel arches required. The
technique is proving extremely valuable because
the rock in these tunnels is not particularly

good; 60”,, of the driven length of the main
tunnel has so far required support of some sort.
Steel arches are, of course, used in exceptionally
soft conditions. The spray machine is railmounted for small tunnels and lorry-mounted
for larger tunnels; in the latter, the remotely—
controlled spray gun can discharge up to 15 ft.
in.
beyond the operator. Aggregate of up to
is used in the sprayed concrete which is usually
applied to a thickness of 3 or4 inches. The nozzle
exit velocity is very high.
Ken Prangell represents the SWKP side ill
this section of the project.
It is, of course, at the Main Dam site at
Plover Cove that the firm is most strongly repre
sented; the resident staff (some of whom worked
on Stage I) include Lance Dodd, Jim Gordon,
John Holt, David Coffey, Steve Cotterell. Peter
Ferguson, Bill Lloyd, John Grindlay. John
McCabe, Basil Bressler and Leon Callaghan.
The last two are men of divided loyalty, having
been recruited in Hong Kong by the Binnie!
SWKP Plover Cove Joint Omce.
This contract, to form a dam 1 miles long
across a sea inlet with a tidal range of 8 ft., is
approaching one-third of completion and the
dredging of the main trench to reniove mud is
nearly at an end. It has been necessary to
overcome the problem of mud remaining or
flowing back into the trench. The relatively
impermeable core of the dam is “placed” by
lowering selected decomposed granite iii a grab

and releasing it when it reaches the submerged
surface. Most of the remainder of the material
is “dumped” from bottom-opening barges, the
largest of which have a capacity of 1200 Cu. yd.
and are equipped with Schottel engines, which
can give thrust in any direction to assist in
mooring and positioning. Whether material is
suitable for the core or elsewhere in the dam
Top heading of 34ft. diameter main Stage 11 tunnel near
Plover Cove adit in very soft ground. 6ft. diameter side
pilot tunnels required for casting of steel tunnel arch
support beam. Tunnel designed by Binnie & Partners.
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Neoprene “Fabridam” operating half.inflated at Tai Po -l au. Intake structures and pumping station
in background. Mainly designed b Binnie & Partners.
depends on its percentage of tines and this is
checked as each barge is loaded at the borrow
areas; both Ma Liu Shui and White Head are
currently supplying material. Sand layers, gener
ally 5 ft. thick, to assist pore pressure dissipation
are dumped about 20 ft. apart vertically. Graded
rock boulders, known as rip-rap, will protect
the slopes of the darn against wave action.
The maximum width of the dredged trench is
about 650 ft. and, at this section, the total height
of the darn is 130 ft., of which 95 ft. is below the
present mean sea level. Considerable radio
control and pore pressure instrumentation are
required. For the latter, which forms a vital
check on performance during construction, two
land and three marine gauge houses have been
built. They contain a vast array of manometers,
each connected to a particular piezometer in the
dam. The marine gauge houses can be varied
in elevation; they are steel cylinders which can
be moved vertically within a supporting frame
of 4 box piles. If all goes well, Plover Cove will
be sealed off enabling pumping out of the salt
water to begin before the end of next year.
Two islands near the entrance to Plover Cove
(one of which adjoins the main darn at one end)
will be connected to the mainland by two sub
sidiary dams whose construction is similar to
that of the main darn except that most of it will
be “in the dry”. Tung Tau Chau island, between
the subsidiary darns, is being cut down and will

finally become a concrete-surfaced spillway so
that the reservoir will not overtop the main
dam.
The French contractor’s array of dredging
plant has been augmented this year by the
specially-built “Riarritz”, the construction of
which involved firms in Hong Kong, where
assembly took place, Holland, France, W.
Germany, England and the U.S.A. Priestrnans
of Hull supplied the two 22-cu. yd. capacity
grabs which are believed to be the largest of
their kind in the world. The controls contain
electronic devices enabling automatic working
of the grabs to pre-selected depths and lateral
distances. The two grabs are worked indepen
dently. Suspended from a trolley 30 ft. above
the water, they can travel at 10 ft. per second
along the cantilever arms which project 150 ft.
from the side of the main pontoon. It is possible
to move 48 cu. yd. of material in a cycle of 70
seconds with this vessel. Other major floating
plant items include the conventional bucket
dredger “Haiphong”, previously used for the
Kai Tak airport runway and pontoon-mounted
7lB and Lima 2400 machines with grabs.
A constant headache is posed by the land
borrow areas for material to form the under-sea
dams, for which a total of over 9 million cu. yd.
are required. Firstly, it is not as easy as it
might seem to predict, before large-scale ex
cavation starts, the amount of material which
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will be available with a fines content above or
below so much. Secondly, the local villagers
invariably object to work being carried out for a
variety of reasons, all of which have to be investi
gated and overcome. For instance, cemeteries
are little used by these country peop]e. Their
dead are buried on any hillside in quite elaborate
concrete graves which then become sacred to
them and, in each case, the District Officer must
negotiate with the family concerned before the
grave can be moved to allow excavation to
proceed. Also, there is “fung shui” which
appears to be a mixture of true religious belief
and superstition and may in sonie cases be
contaminated by monetary greed. In one case
we excavated for a water tank on a hillside to
supply staff quarters over the top of the hill.
The villagers across the valley objected because
the exposed red decomposed granite was part of
the dragon of the village “fung shui’. The
excavated material had to be covered with a
green tarpaulin. At about the same time a
child in the village died and this was very bitterly
put down to the exposure of the dragon. We
are sure that the District Officer at Tai P0, who
has to sort out these problems, wishes that
the Main Dam had never been thought of!
When the dam is closed, a temporary pontoonmounted pumping station will be set up to
pump out the entrapped sea water, after which
the reservoir will fill up with fresh water from

adjacent catchments and that delivered through
Stage II tunnels. For this phase, the Govern
ment have engaged a marine biologist so that
the more unpleasant ecological effects can be
minimised especially at the time when the water
level is at its lowest after pumping out.
A permanent pumping station will be con
structed at Tai Mei Tuk where the main Stage II
tunnel reaches Plover Cove so that ultimately it
will be possible to pump (gravity flow being
possible only when the reservoir is nearly full)
from Plover Cove to Tai Po Tau, whence water
will be pumped through Stage I tunnels towards
Kowloon. Alternatively, gravity flow will be
possible from Lower Shing Mun to Plover Cove
when the Plover Cove reservoir is at a low level.
Whereas a normal reservoir fluctuates in level
over a period of months or even weeks, it is
expected that the level at Plover Cove will have
a cycle measured in years. Barring another
vast influx of immigrants from China like those
of the early 1950’s and of May, 1962, it is hoped
that the completion of the Plover Cove Water
Scheme will considerably alleviate what has
until now been one of the most serious problems
in Hong Kong, where the overcrowded con
ditions lead to cholera and typhoid being only
just around the corner at the best of times,
especially during the hot season of the year.
The project is sure to remain unique for many
years to come.

Sha Tin Treatment Works with chemical house at far side.
Lion Rock on skyline and approaches being formed for tunnel.
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the appointed hour each car rolled
away from Shaw End its navigator(s)
feverishly reading instructions and the
driver having that hollow feeling in the pit of
his stomach as he headed into the wilds of
Westrnorland. One by one at minute intervals
they left until seventeen had departed. After a
quick look round to see that no-one was left
hiding in the Soils Lab, the organisers took the
quickest route to the finish where there were
jobs to be done, like sampling the beer and
giving words of encouragement to the ladies
who were preparing a fine barbecue, before the
contestants completed the course.
The clues for the hunt were in rhyme and the
instructions stated that a list of treasure was to
be handed out en route. For this purpose a
trusty marshal was standing at a strategic point
clutching a sheaf of papers. All collected their
treasure list save one who drove past the gesticu
lating marshal at a high rate of knots and, just
before disappearing in a cloud of dust, calmly
lowered his window and shouted “O.K. I’ve
seen you”.
Last to arrive at the check point was the
Mahoney Mohotocar (an old J*g**r Mk. IV)
which looked as if it was going to be a tight fit
on some of the route.
And so they all dispersed into the countryside
to answer the trivial questions on the route
instructions and hunt for a variety of things
from oak apples to tiger tails. It was reported
that some enterprising little boys were found
sitting on a wall with piles of black feathers and
sheeps wool beside them, their grubby hands
outstretched in realization of the inflated value
of these commodities. Apart from things like
roads narrower than cars, people coming the
other way and water lapping the door sills
there is little else to report of the hunt itself.
One of the questions on the route required as an
answer the number of a public call box. During

Africa
the course of the event this particular box was
being used by a lady, thought to have been
“planted” by the organisers (not true), and she
must have wondered why all those people were
trying to peer over her shoulder or under her
arm. She is reputed to have opened the door
and threatened one crew with her brolly.
Back at the finish (the Bar BQ Ranch owned
by Lyndon Clarke and his wife who were our
kind hosts for the evening) the shishkebabs
were sizzling, and an aroma of chili sauce
taunted ones nostrils. The contestants were
arriving and handing over their treasure, arguing
about the clues, swearing that acorns were the
same thing as oak apples and that their lire
fly had died in captivity.
Finally after everyone had completed the
course (arrived at the finish) the barbecue supper
was served and washed down with ale or other
alcoholic beverages. It was getting dark now
and the bonfire blazed merrily. Talk changed
from the treasure hunt to more varied topics as
more ale disappeared. Time passed quickly
and too soon, it seemed, the crowd dispersed.
One hapless individual without his car was last
seen wandering across the fields in the general
direction of Bowness singing Nellie Dean.

E.xciist’ lilt’, )/OiIr cJL’i1(’rafOl’ is uiissiiç

The firm’s Hong Kong Soils Laboratory was
recently without electricity for a day or two;
this is so common that no action was taken
immediately. Subsequent investigation by the
authorities showed that somebody had broken
into the sub-station next door, isolated certain
sections and stolen some copper cable!

Your correspondent finds himself a little
dazed at the pace with which events have moved
in Nigeria since the last newsletter.
To deal first with work, our largest job in
progress, the Kaduna Water Supply, is in course
of being commissioned. We hope that the
scheme will be in full operation by the middle of
November under the control of the Ministry
of Works’ staff. The contracts for Stake 11 of
the scheme will be let in the very near future
and work on these will proceed over the next
eighteen months.
Chris Davis has taken over as Resident
Engineer in Kaduna, assisted by Sandy Rennie
and a new addition to our strength, Ali Gombe,
who has just completed his studies at the Heriot
Watt College in Edinburgh.
At Maiduguri the town improvements scheme
is now making excellent progress. Maiduguri
is also the headquarters for the 140 mile road to
Lake Chad which is just getting under way and
Willie Scott is already well established as our
first representative on site. We were a little
dismayed when first discussions with the Con
tractor for the road job took place to note his
visible relief at hearing that he would not have
to account to “the Signor Ranger” for his
misdeeds. We wonder if the arrival of Bill
Kelly at Gumel for the other road job has not
proved his relief to be short-lived.
Charles Seale and Graham Butt have now set
up the office in Enugu and started work on the
Eastern Region Road Study which will continue
for about eighteen months. We are particularly
pleased to have Derek flew back in the fold and
also to be able to renew acquaintances with our
friends from the Economist Intelligence Unit.
Our strength at headquarters in Kaduna
reflects the expansion of activities elsewhere and
we are making urgent preparations to deal with
a number of new water supply and road schemes.
Our numbers have been increased recently by

the arrival of John Scott and Ian Walsh from
London, Barau Lawal from Zaria University,
and Rom Bowbelski from Tanzania.
Some of our former colleagues who knew
either the Lagos Office or the present establish
ment in Kaduna may wonder about the where
abouts of long-serving Nigerian members of the
staff. They will be pleased to hear that Hygenus
is very substantially present in Maiduguri where
he is on the site staff; Nick Okpara is the senior
technician in the soils laboratory in Kaduna and
Mobee and Lawrence are continuing to produce
drawings to their customary high standard.
On the personal and family side of things we
offer our good wishes to Felisa and Willie
Brennan who were married in Spain in Septem
ber. To the relief of some of our staff we have
had a comparatively lean year from the repro
duction point of view. Only Mike and Kaj
Harley, who should by now be established in
Sweden, appeared likely to break our duck. We
wish them well in their new environment.
East Africa has also seen much change since
the last edition of PONTIFACT. The Mkumbara
Kisangiro road design is complete and the job
is out to tender. The design of the Marangu
Usseri road, on the slopes of Kilimanjaro, has
been started and we are just about to begin work
on the olher road projects south of Dar-es
Salaam in co-operation with TAMS.
Since our last letter Mervyn Johnston and
John Gandy have visited Moshi and the Hedges
have been on leave and returned via Nigeria.
The golf course is in fine condition and we hope
that now the pressure is off Tom Baxter will be
able to do that tricky dog leg in par. Ron
Hedges has started a cricket revival in Moshi
and your correspondent was present for a most
enjoyable six-a-side tournament. Those who
were in Nyasaland will be pleased to know that
Ron showed his usual agility behind the stumps
and provided some fireworks in front of them.
Roy Burley is the only new arrival in Tanzania.
As many of you will remember, Roy was one
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of the inhabitants of the lab, at No. 47 some
years ago and we are very pleased to welcome
him back.
We send you all our best wishes for Christmas
and New Year from both sides of Africa.
JOHN GANDY.

Belfast
Since writing the last newsletter there has been
some increase in the number of staff. Pat
Crummey and Raymond Toal, both newly
weds, joined us in the Spring and are working
in the team designing the Antrim-Castledawson
Motorway.
Dennis Wheelhouse joined us in June, an
addition to our Soils Staff. For several days he
was the best dressed man in the Office and was
never seen far from the telephone—we are
pleased to report that he is now the proud father
of a young daughter and is wearing his working
clothes again. Ron Henderson planned things
niuch better—Peggy presented him with a daugh
ter on 15th September without undue delay.
We understand that there will be several other
similar events to report in the next newsletter.
Pat Lauder and her sister Iris Hall left us in
September on emigrating to Canada—we hear
that they have arrived safely and are settling
down well. Our best wishes go with them.
Gwyneth Barnes left us earlier in the year but
still calls to see us from time to time.
in the Soils Laboratory, Micheal Horan
joined us in September and Micheal McCormick
will be leaving next month to work in England.
At the end of November we shall be saying our
farewells to Joshua Oyedepo and Michael
Olaniyan when they return to the Ministry of
Works in Northern Nigeria. Michael arrived
from London Office in August, though Joshua
has been with us since the Belfast Office opened.
We shall be very sorry to see them go.
Other new arrivals are Ella Cordner, Dorothy
McCormick, Emily Jackson and June Burns, all
tracers, and Joyce Ferguson and Roberta
McCullough in the General Office. In the
summer months five vacation trainees joined us
for varying periods; we hope that we managed
to persuade them to continue in their civil
engineering studies.
Although we started rather late in the season,
we were able to organise a cricket team and had
no difficulties in finding players. The results of
our efforts are recorded elsewhere. In the
winter sporting field, we have a few enthusiasts

who play squash, although numbers are not
enough to justify a regular team. David Lyon
is our ‘pools’ expert, but so far has concentrated
on collecting subscriptions rather than paying
out winnings.
The main social activity is, however, Friday
evenings at the ‘Chester Park’ where we make
great plans for other social activities.
Our thoughts are now turning to the Christmas
Season and the annual party—in addition to
the staff party, we are arranging one for the
children who at the last count numbered thirty.
We have a volunteer to be Father Christmas
but so far he doesn’t agree with our proposals
for changing the colour of his beard.
JIMMY JAMES.

Cyprus
The race against the onset of the winter storms
is nearly won and by the time your read this,
the cooling water system will be ready to function
when commissioning tests begin. A lot of
work must still be done before we leave especially
the building finishes and with this in mind Jim
Doyle joined us on 1st October and will stay on
when David and Anne Flavell leave in the New
Year.
Since their arrival the Flavells have had a second
daughter, Helen Louise born on 8th September,
and David has passed his Professional Interview
for Associate Membership of the Civils. We
shall be sorry to see them go and wish them luck
in their next appointment.
Audrey presented me with a son, Jonathan
James Angus born on 10th June and the Stir
lings (P.C. & R.) also had a son in September.
Two other happy events are awaited by the
staff of other British firms here, all of which
helps to endorse the reputation which Cyprus
has for this kind of thing.
In July we were pleased to have a visit from
Erik Bird (without archeologic complications
this time) and in August Allen Flatman, on
holiday with his parents in Limassol, also called
on us. Mr. F. H. Dickinson and David Thrush
of P.C. & R. spent a week here in October.
Up until the end of October the Island had
been politically quiet for over a year and pro
gress has been good. We all hope that the
recent flare up in Famagusta will be over soon
as all our imported materials come through the
docks there. English Electric Company’s Agent
spent a hectic day recently getting his alternator
out of the docks past the Turkish guns.
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Social events since the spring have included
three head wettings and a very pleasant reception
given by the Electricity Authority of Cyprus
during Mr. Dickinson’s visit. We have also
had an official visit from the Minister of Com
merce and Industry, Mr. Araouzos who was
accompanied by a television cameraman. An
hour’s filming on Site was edited down to five
minutes of programme time and many of our
best gestures and poses were lost.
P.C. & R’s Electrical RE. had the good sense
to rent a house on the sea shore and this has
become the centre for sailing and water skiing
There have been some spectacular tumbles—
hitting the water at 30 mph. makes a fair
splash—and a lot of fun. Ritchie Davidson is
very proficient and insists on skiing in his hat
which he always nianages to keep on wet or dry.
Now the beaches are empty and the sea is
grey. It has rained and Cyprus is turning green
again. The grapes are nearly over and the olive
crop is in. The oranges have reached the shops
which means that Christmas will soon be here.
So to all readers of PONTIFACT a Merry
Christmas and a Happy New Year from Moni.
ANGUS WILSON.

Glasgow
Since the last newsletter there are two note
worthy office achievements.
1 The completion of the Coniprehensive High
way Report for the City of Glasgow. We hope
that this report will help to put Glasgow “on
the map” as a city determined to build a
modern highway system for the “motor car”
century.
2 Marples Ridgway have been appointed to
construct Townhead Interchange—Stage 1.
We look forward to our association with this
firm as from November, 1965. Due to some
mystical wand-waving the estimate proved to
be on the right side for once.
We/come Back and congratulations to Harnish
Taylor after “swooning around” in the U.S.A.
(see Life in America—this issue) Hamish was
only home one month before announcing his
engagement to Miss Elizabeth Jeifreys. The
run around in the U.S.A. must have reduced his
stalling capabilities.
Congratulations to Brian McKenna on the
occasion of his marriage to Mora Carty and also
his promotion to Senior Engineer (House of
Commons and 1-louse of Lords in one year!)

PRIZE PIPER

THE PRIZE PIPER
Roy Hodgen
“Our Senior Engineer
is not just a pretty face”
A cknowk’dgenicnis to ‘Reveilic,

To Peter and Julie Innes on the birth of their
son Alistair.
And to Don and Jean Breakey on the birth of
their daughter.
Boo Voyage to Hamzat Ijaiya who leaves us at
the end of November to return to Nigeria.
There is no truth in the rumour that he cannot
stand the heat in Glasgow.
And to Kyaw Myint, who is emigrating with
his wife and three children for a belated honey
moon in Niagara Falls, with Messrs. H. G. Acres.
Best wishes to Hamish Murrison who has been
off ill for some considerable time with a slipped
disc. Hurry back, Hamish, the office steps needs
washing.
Commiseration to long serving members still on
the payroll, for the number of contribution
sheets put around in the last few months which
practically give grounds for a salary weighing.
The Partners graciously sponsored an inter
office golf tournament. Gavin Walker succeeded
in beating John Cullen (7 and 6) over 36 holes
at Gleneagles in the final and completely ruined
his chances of promotion.
An informal party was held in the University
of Strathclyde Union to celebrate noteworthy
achievements (1) and (2). The attendance and
entertainment were both up to par.
Wm. Holford & Assoc. arranged a golf
tournament and provided a trophy to be played
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for by teams from Glasgow Corporation,
W. A. Fairhurst, Wm. Holford and ourselves.
Our teams of Messrs. Hodgen/Cullen and
McNab/ Walker played politically well by coming
in second to our Clients.
Possibly due to the transfer of Peter Corfield
the performance of our cricket team provides
very little worth-while comment (in spite of new
equipment) suffice to say we all enjoyed ourselves.
Bill Malcolm and Wallace Shirreffs guested for
the Kendal Office at one of their Sunday matches
and acquitted themselves well (so they said).
This letter could not close without some
niention of the office summer outing held at
Butlins Camp, Ayr. The measure of a persons
enjoyment was in inverse proportion to the
number of children they had because of the
number of facilities for the children and their
rightful, but sometimes noisy, demands to try
everything. High tea was served in the exhilarat
ing and enchanting atmosphere of the main
campers Diner and was particularly enjoyed by
John Cullen who missed tea completely whilst
searching for two of his responsibilities.
Once More
Merry Xmas
and A Guid New Year
From all in Glasgow
DAVID MONCRIEFF.
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Tread softly
by Wally Walton

J

“How to hold on to your key

men”

Mr. H.—Roy 1-lodgen; J.M.C.—John Cullen;
A.M.—Angus Munroe.

fly in the ointment; a skeleton in the
cupboard; or bats in the belfry; all
these terms will be familiar but have
you heard of demons ill piano?
My wife started it by wanting the room;
“we’ll redecorate” she said, “and make it pre
sentable”. From the outset the piano was
grimly obstinate, however we tried it was always
in the way and defying movement by digging
its castors deep into the carpet. Such were its
efforts to dig its toes in that it shed one castor
completely. “This is hopeless” my wife opined,
“we’ll have to take it outside”.
I stared at her; “my dear old fruit, with your
fairy-like figure and my dicey ankles, we could
not carry this thing six inches”. She, being
quick on the draw, suggested helpers. “Helpers
at this hour!” I countered, “Where do I get
them from?”. Pausing only for breath, I
re-capped, “I can’t sell it—when I tried the man
just looked peculiar and sympathetic, then told
me he already had a dozen lie didn’t want;
I can’t even give it away—I tried at tile Meni
orial Hall and might just as well have asked
them to accept an attack of cholera.
Then came the crunch, “smash it up” she
said. “Sniashhh
I balanced on the verge
of a verbal impediment
gulped: “perhaps I
could dismantle it?” The wording was that
much more kindly. The effect was immediate,
“good, let’s get started; get your tools, I’ll help”.
I collected hammers, mallets, screwdrivers,
braces, wedges and chisels.
As a preliminary sortie I opened the key
board lid, but no secrets were revealed. Pressing
on I opened the top and peered down into the
‘innards’, it looked intricate and not very clean
so I tentatively blew. “The dust” cried my
spouse.
I moaned, “its all in my eyes”. Sooth
ing sounds and kind hands led me to the kitchen
and the Optrex.
The next approach was rather more cautious;
I removed the panels, extracted the keyboard
complete, performed several deft manipulations
,

.

Mjscella,it’oiis !
Not long after moving into my flat in Surrey,
I had an embarrassing yet amusing experience

that I would like to relate.
Early one morning in the summer after
placing my underclothes on the window ledge
by the open window in the bathroom I pro
ceeded to bath. when I came to dress there was
no sign of my clothes, realising they had fallen
out of the window to the ground below, I put
on another set, making a mental note to pick
the others up later when I went downstairs.
Having lilY breakfast half an hour later,
there was a knock on the door, when opening it

the dustman stood there holding lily underwear
in his hand, “Good morning, Madam. I found
these by tile dustbin, were they to be collected”?
Trying to sound as casual as possible to hide
my embarrassment I said, “no thank you, they
belong to my sister, I have no idea how they
got there”, so with a smile he gave them back
to me and off he went.
Well what would you have done girls? said
they did not belong to you?
Not * * * likely, they were BRAND NEW!
Should there be a moral to this tale, I’m not
sure, anyway now when I take a bath it certainly
isn’t the day the dustman calls
SHEILA HARDINGE5.

.

.

and the entire ‘action’ surrendered. Now
exposed was the veritable heart, a massive cast
iron frame bolted to an impressive wooden
structure. The strings thrummed and whined
at the slightest movement. My helper expressed
optimism, but I was not so sure. Various large
wood screws were removed and I decided to
spring an end joint using a chisel.
I am not altogether ignorant about wood
chisels, in fact I respect and treasure them.
Always, but always, I use a wooden mallet for
driving them. On this occasion the piano
caused a heavy steel hammer to find my groping
hand, concentrating on locating the hair line
joint with the chisel edge I missed the difference
and struck the chisel.
Nothing happened to the joint but the chisel
tang, furious at the indignity of assault by ham
rner, drove back into tile handle which split
with the impact. Just a temporary split, occur
ring at the place where the palm of my hand
was in contact; as it opened a sensitive portion
of my palm went in to investigate and was
trapped by instant closure. A ‘split second’
event as you might say.
You are so right!! Dropping the hammer I
waved my left hand
wildly, with abandon
to the world at large. Displaying the chisel
miraculously but securely fixed across the palm.
Separating tile ingredients of a miracle can be a
painful process. There were sympathetic mur
murs and fears of future blood blisters. I grunted
and displayed the beauty already forming.
Other chisels were available so I returned to
the fray, having put aside the previous one
which was now a dangerous implement. The
piano must have put it back! Somehow the
same chisel came to hand, perhaps because I
concentrated on using a mallet for striking.
This time the handle did not open as before,
but just wide enough and quickly enough to
nip a small piece of palm cleanly out.
“Imagine doing it twice in a few minutes”—
there was disturbance in the voice of my helper.
...
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was in contact; as it opened a sensitive portion
of my palm went in to investigate and was
trapped by instant closure. A ‘split second’
event as you might say.
You are so right!! Dropping the hammer I
waved my left hand
wildly, with abandon
to the world at large. Displaying the chisel
miraculously but securely fixed across the palm.
Separating tile ingredients of a miracle can be a
painful process. There were sympathetic mur
murs and fears of future blood blisters. I grunted
and displayed the beauty already forming.
Other chisels were available so I returned to
the fray, having put aside the previous one
which was now a dangerous implement. The
piano must have put it back! Somehow the
same chisel came to hand, perhaps because I
concentrated on using a mallet for striking.
This time the handle did not open as before,
but just wide enough and quickly enough to
nip a small piece of palm cleanly out.
“Imagine doing it twice in a few minutes”—
there was disturbance in the voice of my helper.
...
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It was still much too heavy for moving and I
cast about for vulnerable points. Across the
top of the frame six stout steel bolts anchored it
to the equally stout wooden members. There
were other bolts lower down. I gestured.
“If I remove these it will allow the whole frame
to be lifted out, reducing the weight by half”.
Aware that considerable tension was present 1
slackened the bolts one half turn each and then
a full turn each. A further examination of the
iron frame revealed ribbing to give rigidity and
strength, sufficient it seemed to allow removal
of the four inner bolts leaving the outer two in
place. I was about to make some remark when
it happened.
Imagine one thousand dusthins and a million
guitars simultaneously blowing their tops;
telescope this enormous sonic revolt into one
flashing moment, combine with it the detonation
of a high explosive shell and you then have an
impression of the ‘crack of doom’ which elevated
both of us about six inches nearer to the ceiling
I grappled with my sang froid—”how to make
an instant bomb” I ventured. “What happened?”
queried my wife.
“See”. I indicated points of interest, “more
tension than I expected
where the glue has
held the timber itself has torn away. The iron
frame, which is cast and brittle, is bowed out by
at least half an inch at the middle of the lateral
members but the loosened end bolts are so far
taking the strain. Vertically the whole structure
is concentrating on being a glorified mouse trap”.
Came the obvious query. “What are you
going to do now?”. Not sure of myself but
wishing to demonstrate my command of the
situation I put out a hand and leant on the end
of the monster. There was a pistol-like crack
and the whole thing twanged, quivered and
vibrated with rage. A warning “be careful” from
my wife was superfluous, I had leapt away as
though pricked by a spur.
“The thing is dangerous
I don’t know how
much—but a fair parcel of potential is trembling
on the brink of conversion into kinetic energy.
I’m going to see Archie”.
Archie is a good neighbour who minds his
own business but is ever ready to help if called
upon. An accomplished musician, he is cram
med with piano love and listened carefully as
I explained. “Strike a light! Why ever did
you
and then he paused, “you are sitting
on a bomb”. This was followed by moments
of deep thought and then he quickened “Don’t
move it—don’t touch it
II ‘phone”.
.

.

.

.

.

.

The wires were hot for the next few minutes.
I caught odd scraps: hazardous situation
dicey
never heard of it before
extremely
dangerous. There was no optimism and the
conversation finally ceased.
Archie demonstrated with his own beloved
grand “See these strings?” every one of special
steel at a terrific tension, it amounts to tons.
With the frame of your piano warped, if you
try to release the tension you’ll upset the tem
porary equilibrium and the thing will snap like
a carrot, cutting you in two at the same time!
Super intelligence in the form of Archie’s wife
intervened to suggest old eiderdowns. I wasn’t
with it, “eiderdowns?” “there are one or two on
the beds”. But she was a good trick ahead of
me and muttering about spare ones retired from
the room.
The explanation was left to Archie. “That’s
all you can do at the moment, get lots of packing
and rope it around the frame, then keep away
until we get more ‘gen’ from the piano people”.
An animated mountain of eiderdowns and
blankets moved into sight. I presumed, rather
than saw, that Archie’s wife was the motivating
power behind. A muffled voice announced
“these will help”.
I skip the explanation to my wife; if your
imagination cannot picture the scene try tinkering
with your piano, nip out to speak to a neighbour,
return engulfed in bedding and then explain the
connection in five seconds flat. Cautiously I
made a further examination. The whole assemb
ly too closely resembled an overtight drum skin
on the point of mutiny. Adding a latex foam
mattress to the pile of neighbours’ bedding we
fabricated a hugh pad, gingerly and with utmost
respect surrounding our adversary. From be
hind I lasooed pad to piano, then quickly roped
it round and round.
The next morning I told my story to the mana
ger of a piano factory. His initial reaction was
to tell me how lucky I had been in not killing
myself. I parried this by saying that I had not
done so and still did not want to do so, would
he tell me what to do next? He regarded me
solemnly. “I can tell you what to do
don’t
touch it”. He started to walk away, then
spoke over his shoulder. “Leave it to us, I’ll
think about it and get in touch”.
I am still waiting. Can someone, PLEASE,
help ?*
.

.

.

.

.
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The personnel function
An lniivthwtion by Question and Answer

Q. I wonder if you could describe briefly and in simple language some of the latest trends in Personnel
Management?

A.

Q. Thank you.
A.

Q.
A.

Recent escalation in the complexity of the modern organisational structure demands management
policy formulation and implementation based not only on effectual relational thinking, but
also on situational thinking and even sub-situational thinking.
Relational thinking?
Yes. Relational thinking searches for inter-relational cross bearings between separate functional
areas, whilst situational thinking analyses the interactive effects of interrelated variables within a
single situation. Or, in the case of sub-situational thinking, of course, within a single subsituation.

Q. Of course.
A.

Q.
A.

Q.
A.

.

EDITOR’S NOTE
Heard during a morning programme on the B.B.C.—’Aherdcen
piano dealer disposes of old stock by pushing it over the cliPs
Perhaps wally walton could follosv this example

Certainly. I assume you have no pre-enquiral knowledge of the social-analytical theory of
organisation, and so I shall endeavour to present the information to you at an appropriate depth
and with minimal involvement in theory.

Management policy formulation today must take account of the impediments of a hierarchically
conceptualised organisational entity, and must therefore effectuate a supplemental channel of
upward communication which only attitude assessment can provide. Furthermore, the imple
mentation of opinion-attitude methodology demands the inclusion in attitude appraisal of the
evaluation of worker satisfaction or dissatisfaction, not only by projective listening to verbal
behaviour, but also by motivational assessment of non-verbal and symbolic behaviour, both of
which must be integrated into any realistic work-environmental analysis.
Pardon?
Over-impersonalised relationships in functional management, or—to put it another way—under
personalised functioning of management relationships, arising from inadequate employee par
ticipation in motivational research, are bound to result in negativistically oriented attitudes.
Indeed, total non-verbalisation could be one of the determinants which invalidate any technique
other than fully employee-centred role perception.
Er-yes. Actually, all I wanted to know was
Effectuation of organic synthesis with environmental conditions requires fundamentalised re
thinking from the intra-organisational viewpoint. The conception composition of new links
into new frames of conception
—

—

Q.

Supercalifragilisticexpialidocious.*

A.

1 beg your pardon?

Q. Supercalifragilisticexpialidocious.
A.
*

I’m afraid I don’t quite

—

tVith apologies to ‘Mart’ Poppins’’
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Q.

Are you not forgetting turbulent diffusion and the reaeration coefficient as established by anemo
metric measurement?

A.

I don’t

Q.

Not to mention potential evapotranspiration through anisotropic media?

A.

I—

Q.

In view of the reciprocity of the isoperimetric problem, would you hot agree that elastoplastic
analysis of eccentrically loaded statically determinate members with depth variations by numerical
procedures must be related to viscoelastic anal)sis of non-homogeneous prismatic members by
the reaction method?
?
The answer surely lies in supercalifragilisticexpialidocious.

A.

Q.

I
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Westmorland Music Festival

think

At this point A apparently reached his ultimate yield point, and spinning round his neutral axis
at an ever-decreasing radius of gyration, he soon disappeared from view, leaving Q to enjoy a
l’ew well earned moments of incrtia before getting back to work (in the S---- S----s Department).
G.A.E.

Back row (I. to r.): R. Collins, A. H. L. Kellam. R. NI. Heddon, C. Walton. Centre row (I. to r.): D. A. Flint,
J. E. Park, E. Pennells, E. D. Morgan, G. W. Frost. Front row (I. to r.): R. H. Rakusen, G. F. Russ,
P. Fawcett (holding the Keswick Challenge Bowl), P. D. Knowles, T. Mahoney.

The Pontifact Chanticleers
IN ‘65’ The Fourteenth day
OF This the merry month of May

The Christian Union
We have increased the frequency of our
meetings, which are now held at least once a
week. We have had two very interesting talks
by visiting speakers; The Rev. George Carey of
lslington spoke about the difficulties in the way
of reconciliation between the Churches; Mr.
Raymond Jolliffe of the Catholic Housing
Association spoke of the many human problems
arising out of the housing shortage, and of the
practical measures his association is taking to
remedy some of them. At present we are
looking forward to a talk by Fr. G. A. Tomlinson
of Westminster Cathedral on “Christian Unity”.
We hope to issue a programme of our forth
coming activities shortly. In addition to the
prayer meetings, and meetings for Bible reading
and discussion which have been our staple diet

so far, we plan to include talks and free-for-all
discussions on subjects chosen to interest people
generally, rather than just our “regular custo
niers”.

We warmly welcome to our meetings any
members of the staff, permanent or temporary,
whatever their denomination. The meetings
take place in an informal atmosphere. Why
not join us one Wednesday? Our official
starting time is 12,45 but usually we meet ill
formally at 12.15 to have our sandwiches together
and discuss topics of mutual interest. The
normal venue’ is the 2nd Floor Conference
Room. Please address any enquiries to William
Sonlmerville, Internal phone number 206, or to
any other member.
FRANK ABRAHArSIS.

In Kendal, every second year
Tis customary to appear
With songsters, minstrels and the like
(These days they even have a ‘mike’)
in festival to sing and play
And so disport the live long day
That oft the very welkin rings
As fiddle twangs and choir sings
A certain glee club of the town,
Throughout the years aquired renown.
Locals, who for many summers
Held tile bowl against all corners
Now, Sing Ye all a round-c-lay
For verily this very day
Our glee club with a nifty toLich
Have wrested with a skilful clutch
A bowl of bronze of such a size
its literally the biggest prize
With Peter Fawcett at the helm
Directly to some super realm
Like Nightingales put to the test
They soared. Each giving of his best.
Indeed, our stalwarts, bless their hearts
So sweetly sung their divers parts
With subtle colour, gentle tone
They duly brought the bacon home.
Such skill, such voice, such noble mien
We toast. “Long may the Glee Club reign”.

Westmorhind Festival

1965

affiliated to

THE BRITISH FEDERATION
OF MUSIC FESTIVALS

Competitors:

Scott & Wilson, Kirkpatrick & Partners

Test pieces
Simple Gate—Aaron Copland

Marks
87

Very pleasant singing, easy well produced tone—

ii’itli control/ed vane! n—Care wit/i division of
voice. Ends of words

very zini/orin don’t

ate last T.
But this sos very enjo ruble.

exagger
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Delta Power Station

Newsletters

by David Lidstone

Hong Kong
Js I write, I am very much aware of the
fact that Bryn Mordecai, our irre
pressible Clerk of Works, is back off
leave, for once again the Compound is hearing
his inimitable ‘pidgin English’, and once again
Taylor Woodrow’s staff are hearing his caustic
comments on their work. He has brought with
him a diminutive wooden, moustached figure
which bears what is meant to be a trident, but
which is in fact a corkscrew, and which wears a
helmet of the type worn by our erstwhile oppres
sors, the Danes and Norsemen. Our Nigerian
staff think this new office ornament is some
formidable ju-ju which Bryn has brought back
to watch over their behaviour at work, but
Bryn himself tells us that its purpose is to re
assure John Crockett, Preece, Cardew & Rider’s
ex-Naval Senior Resident Engineer, that he
has nothing to fear from our Main Contractor’s

Viking Consortium. This reassurance is per
haps timely, for we now have seventeen Swedes,
Danes and Germans in the Camp next door to
us, and more to come, all thirsting for battle
amid the steel and concrete of the Power Station
which Taylor Woodrow are still erecting and
casting amid much “wailing and gnashing of
teeth”.
Delta Power Station—October 1965
South East Elevation

It is hoped that the first of Stal-Laval’s two
36 MW gas turbine generators will be commis
sioned next June, but Nigeria’s rains have added
their quota to the woes of a civil contractor
coping with the jinxes of the Delta and the
mechanical and electrical erectors are going to
have to roll their sleeves up if the date is to be
met. Daily now, 550 Nigerian carpenters,
masons, labourers, merchant princesses and
pen pushers strive to pull this Project out of
the swamp to make it indeed the most note
worthy landmark in the whole of the Mid-West
Region; in the words of one neighbouring
American missionary, “You guys are certainly
producing a miracle”. The truth of such a
remark remains to be proved, but we all sincerely
hope that this 72 MW power station will play
its part successfully in meeting the power demands
of this country in the remaining four years
before the Niger Dam Project produces full
power.
Readers will perhaps remember Elizabeth
Mordecai’s contribution in the last Christmas
issue of PONTIFACT in which she gave an excellent
introduction to this part of the world. On
better acquaintance, none of us can say we are
enamoured with it and to some of us, accustomed
to the lochs and mountains, gales and frosts
of our northern climes, the flatness, heat and
humidity, and the ubiquitous swamp, reduce
the attractions of the Delta somewhat drastically.
And yet there are redeeming features for those
who have eyes and ears, to see and hear, those
odd little episodes in daily life which reflect the
undying humour of the human race and which
reveal an affinity of hearts and minds no matter
what the limitations of race and creed and colour
might be thought to be. On such projects as
these, amongst the world’s hitherto less fortunate
peoples (at least to western eyes), one catches
sparks of humanity’s hope in the daily sharing
of common task and labour. Again, since the
land is flat, the view of sky is all the greater,
Continued on page 46

Firstly, to avoid possible confusion, your
Hong Kong Sub-Editor would like to make it
clear that he is the second Peter Heath to have
worked for the firm. He joined the London
office in July 1963 (after the first Peter Heath
had left) and came out to the Plover Cove Joint
Office in Hong Kong one year later.
The most important job news here is that the
1-long Kong Government has approved two
major projects involving the firm. A franchise
has at last been granted to our client (the CrossHarbour Tunnel Company Ltd.) for ‘the con
struction and operation of the 4-lane toll tunnel,
which should be open early in 1970 and will be
an immersed tube. We are joint consultants
with Freeman, Fox & Partners. Discussions
with the Government concerning engineering
work required to connect the tunnel proper to
the existing road system are at a very advanced
stage. One of the associated headaches will
be to find 3 million cu. yd. of fill for the Island
end of the tunnel and its connections. The
second project is 10 miles of dual carriageway
road to Castle Peak (which is to be developed
to accommodate 1 million people) in the New
Territories. The terrain resembles that between
Fort William and Mallaig. We are also to
report on the improvement of much of the
remainder of the New Territories Circular Road,
which is about 50 miles in length and is rapidly

becoming alnost hopelessly congested in places.
Some notable traffic statistics are that since
1954 the number of licensed vehicles in Hong
Kong has increased by 300, including a
600% increase in taxicabs and a 450 increase
in lorries and vans (the slowest vehicles). In
this time the population has increased by a
comparatively modest 60% and is now estimated
to be 37 million. There are 53,000 private
cars. Hong Kong is one of the few places in
the world where use of public transport is
increasing, whichever way it is calculated statisti
cally; since 1954 the number of passenger
journeys per head of population has increased by
30°/ with the population rise already taken into
account. Thus the public transport systems
now carry twice the number of 1954 passengers;
this divides as a l70 increase for Kowloon
and the New Territories and 75
for crossharbour and Hong Kong Island traffic. Further
vital statistics are that since 1954 the number of
licensed sedan chairs has remained stationary
at 17 while rickshaws have decreased by II
Separate offices are springing up in town.
On another floor of the building already housing
the SWKP office and the Plover Cove Joint
Office on one floor, we have set up an office
initially to deal with the Cross-Harbour Tunnel
connections. We are also assisting in various
ways the Hong Kong Mass Transport Feasibility
Study, which is being carried out by Freeman,
Fox, Wilbur Smith and Associates. Their

HONG KONG FAMILY TREE
Scott

& Wilson, Kirkpatrick & Partners

—

—

—

—

—
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Delta Power Station

Newsletters

by David Lidstone

Hong Kong
Js I write, I am very much aware of the
fact that Bryn Mordecai, our irre
pressible Clerk of Works, is back off
leave, for once again the Compound is hearing
his inimitable ‘pidgin English’, and once again
Taylor Woodrow’s staff are hearing his caustic
comments on their work. He has brought with
him a diminutive wooden, moustached figure
which bears what is meant to be a trident, but
which is in fact a corkscrew, and which wears a
helmet of the type worn by our erstwhile oppres
sors, the Danes and Norsemen. Our Nigerian
staff think this new office ornament is some
formidable ju-ju which Bryn has brought back
to watch over their behaviour at work, but
Bryn himself tells us that its purpose is to re
assure John Crockett, Preece, Cardew & Rider’s
ex-Naval Senior Resident Engineer, that he
has nothing to fear from our Main Contractor’s

Viking Consortium. This reassurance is per
haps timely, for we now have seventeen Swedes,
Danes and Germans in the Camp next door to
us, and more to come, all thirsting for battle
amid the steel and concrete of the Power Station
which Taylor Woodrow are still erecting and
casting amid much “wailing and gnashing of
teeth”.
Delta Power Station—October 1965
South East Elevation

It is hoped that the first of Stal-Laval’s two
36 MW gas turbine generators will be commis
sioned next June, but Nigeria’s rains have added
their quota to the woes of a civil contractor
coping with the jinxes of the Delta and the
mechanical and electrical erectors are going to
have to roll their sleeves up if the date is to be
met. Daily now, 550 Nigerian carpenters,
masons, labourers, merchant princesses and
pen pushers strive to pull this Project out of
the swamp to make it indeed the most note
worthy landmark in the whole of the Mid-West
Region; in the words of one neighbouring
American missionary, “You guys are certainly
producing a miracle”. The truth of such a
remark remains to be proved, but we all sincerely
hope that this 72 MW power station will play
its part successfully in meeting the power demands
of this country in the remaining four years
before the Niger Dam Project produces full
power.
Readers will perhaps remember Elizabeth
Mordecai’s contribution in the last Christmas
issue of PONTIFACT in which she gave an excellent
introduction to this part of the world. On
better acquaintance, none of us can say we are
enamoured with it and to some of us, accustomed
to the lochs and mountains, gales and frosts
of our northern climes, the flatness, heat and
humidity, and the ubiquitous swamp, reduce
the attractions of the Delta somewhat drastically.
And yet there are redeeming features for those
who have eyes and ears, to see and hear, those
odd little episodes in daily life which reflect the
undying humour of the human race and which
reveal an affinity of hearts and minds no matter
what the limitations of race and creed and colour
might be thought to be. On such projects as
these, amongst the world’s hitherto less fortunate
peoples (at least to western eyes), one catches
sparks of humanity’s hope in the daily sharing
of common task and labour. Again, since the
land is flat, the view of sky is all the greater,
Continued on page 46

Firstly, to avoid possible confusion, your
Hong Kong Sub-Editor would like to make it
clear that he is the second Peter Heath to have
worked for the firm. He joined the London
office in July 1963 (after the first Peter Heath
had left) and came out to the Plover Cove Joint
Office in Hong Kong one year later.
The most important job news here is that the
1-long Kong Government has approved two
major projects involving the firm. A franchise
has at last been granted to our client (the CrossHarbour Tunnel Company Ltd.) for ‘the con
struction and operation of the 4-lane toll tunnel,
which should be open early in 1970 and will be
an immersed tube. We are joint consultants
with Freeman, Fox & Partners. Discussions
with the Government concerning engineering
work required to connect the tunnel proper to
the existing road system are at a very advanced
stage. One of the associated headaches will
be to find 3 million cu. yd. of fill for the Island
end of the tunnel and its connections. The
second project is 10 miles of dual carriageway
road to Castle Peak (which is to be developed
to accommodate 1 million people) in the New
Territories. The terrain resembles that between
Fort William and Mallaig. We are also to
report on the improvement of much of the
remainder of the New Territories Circular Road,
which is about 50 miles in length and is rapidly

becoming alnost hopelessly congested in places.
Some notable traffic statistics are that since
1954 the number of licensed vehicles in Hong
Kong has increased by 300, including a
600% increase in taxicabs and a 450 increase
in lorries and vans (the slowest vehicles). In
this time the population has increased by a
comparatively modest 60% and is now estimated
to be 37 million. There are 53,000 private
cars. Hong Kong is one of the few places in
the world where use of public transport is
increasing, whichever way it is calculated statisti
cally; since 1954 the number of passenger
journeys per head of population has increased by
30°/ with the population rise already taken into
account. Thus the public transport systems
now carry twice the number of 1954 passengers;
this divides as a l70 increase for Kowloon
and the New Territories and 75
for crossharbour and Hong Kong Island traffic. Further
vital statistics are that since 1954 the number of
licensed sedan chairs has remained stationary
at 17 while rickshaws have decreased by II
Separate offices are springing up in town.
On another floor of the building already housing
the SWKP office and the Plover Cove Joint
Office on one floor, we have set up an office
initially to deal with the Cross-Harbour Tunnel
connections. We are also assisting in various
ways the Hong Kong Mass Transport Feasibility
Study, which is being carried out by Freeman,
Fox, Wilbur Smith and Associates. Their
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brief is to evaluate by early 1967 the most
suitable rapid passenger transit system for the
Colony. Their office is in a separate building,
and yet another building houses Binnie’s office.
Recent arrivals from the ramifications of the
London office report that they immediately feel
at home!
Staff movements since the last newsletter are
as follows: Joe and Mary Lindsay left for the
U.K. and at the same time Ken Phillips and
Michael Guilford became Associates of the
I—long Kong Orm: Michael Owen came out from
the London office with his wife Noreen and after
a period in the SWKP office has been seconded
to the Mass Transport Feasibility Study where
we expect him to develop a nice American
twang in keeping with the staff of the Wilbur
Smith organization; and Andrew Maslowicz
followed from the London office to the SWKP
office. Welcome to Benjamin Lau, 1-lenry
Chan, Chung Po-shu, Chung Cheuk-yan, Chau
Kai-hong, C. H. Leung (who was with the Lon
don firm), Hsu Tse-lin and Liu Yiu-wai who have
recently joined the SWKP office, and to John
McCabe, diver, who came out from the U.K. to
join the staff at Plover Cove.
Local transfers include Bill Lamb (Kwai
Chung to SWKP office), Henry Kuai (Plover
Cove to Kwai Chung), Fung Koon-lau (Kwai
Chung to Plover Cove), Bernard Lam (SWKP
office to Plover Cove), Luk Tat-wing (SWKP
office to Sham Tseng site) and Stephen Yeung
(SWKP office to Nga Ying ChaLi site).
Lee Chok-hung returned to the SWKP office
for a few months before leaving via Europe for
the United States.
In the Plover Cove Joint Office, Jackie Chan
has moved out to the Main Dam and we have
been joined by Tim Conway and P. W. Tijoe
direct from Birmingham University. On Binnie’s
side, Trevor Drust has nearly completed a home
leave during which his work has been taken over
by Chris Trounson whose sojourn at Lower
Shing Mun is at an end; Hugh Childers obtained
a long-awaited move to a Binnie site on Lantau
island and was replaced by Allan Ramsay;
Michael Townsend left a Binnie site on Lantau
to be RE. on the Plover Cove subsidiary dams;
Dick Riley and Richard Beale returned to the
U.K. following the end of their tours at Sha Tin
Treatment Works and Plover Cove Stage I
Tunnels respectively.
The visit of the President and Secretary of the
Institution of Civil Engineers to Hong Kong in
April has already been reported in the Institution
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Proceedings. At Kwai Chung they met Messrs.
Lindsay, Wilson, Lamb and Drury. During
the visit to the Plover Cove scheme they en
countered Messrs. Elliott, Guilford, Dodd,
Gordon, Coffey, Holt and members of Binnie’s
staff. The Plover Cove project is attracting wide
interest and at the time of writing a visiting
party of engineers from the People’s Republic of
China is expected.
Mr. Grace came out for a short visit at the end
of June (just in time to avoid the unpleasantly
hot weather). He and Mr. Elliott spent some
days in Brunei for discussions concerning road
developments there. Mr. Elliott has had two
other periods away from Hong Kong, firstly for
a series of Plover Cove meetings in Europe and
secondly to attend the 6th Conference of the
International Society of Soil Mechanics and
Foundation Engineering in Montreal. With the
other delegates from the firm he visited the
Lafontaine 6-lane immersed tube road tunnel in
Montreal. (The consultant for this tunnel is
giving some advice on the Hong Kong Tunnel).
Before PONTIFACT appears he will have presented
jointly with Mr. Ford of Binnie’s an I.C.E. paper
on the Plover Cove Water Scheme.
During his farewell speech at the end of his
time in Hong Kong, Joe Lindsay donated a
“Pontifactkl Perpetual Challenge Cup” which
can be obtained by the winner of any sporting
contest between the holder (initially the SWKP
office) and any other associated office in Hong
Kong. It is a salutary thought that some 300
persons are thus eligible to compete. The cup
is still in the SWKP office but one gathers that
at the Kwai Chung site office some very intense
darts practice is in progress. Mary Lindsay had
departed earlier with the children; we are sorry
to see them leave us and hope they will all be
happy in their new house.
Visitors from Binnie’s have included Mr. Ford
(who is due again at the time of writing), Alec
Goudy (who was here at the time of writing),
Mr. Norris, Mr. Smethurst and Dr. Newbery.
David Coffey was again given the high honour
of captaining the Hong Kong Selection XI in
cricket matches, this time against county cham
pions Worcestershire and during a Malaysian
tour. The Worcestershire match was lost
honourably but the Malaysian tour was very
successful.
The latest activity at the Plover Cove Club
has been a golf competition played over the
Old Course of the Royal Hong Kong Golf Club
at Fanling. John Holt won the “Plover Cove
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Visit of l.C.E. President and Secretary to Kwai Chung
The party is shown walking along the main culvert near a temporary outfall opening.
From left: Syd Drury (l.O.W.); Bill Lamb (S.A.R.E.); Mr. Kimura (Maeda’s Agent); Gordon Wilson
(R.E.) partly hiding the Secretary; The President, Mr. Wynne-Edwards; Ng Tak-sheng (H.K. P.W.D.);
Mr. Lindsay; A. Wilkins (H.K. P.W.D.): Szeto Wai (Chairman, I-l.K. .Joint Group of Engineering
Institutions).

Pot”, a handsome tankard donated by Lance
Dodd. This occasioned very dark mutterings
among the other competitors as John had not
only organised the competition but had been in
charge of handicapping! Prizes were presented
at a dinner in the Golf Club Clubhouse and it
was agreed that it had all been such a success that
a further competition would be held in December
for a trophy to be donated by Sven Bauge of
Sentab-Gammon.
During this summer there has been a Tiger
Scare in the New Territories of Hong Kong.
Villagers have reported growlings at night and
footprints with a span of 7 inches have been
photographed and published. Tai Mei Tuk
residents claim that the reported night growlings
are nothing more than the noises of the dredgers
at the Main Dam and observers of the antiCross-Harbour Tunnel rearguard action have

been expecting statements that the presence of
tigers in the New Territories is yet another
factor weighing against the construction of a
tunnel to the Island! Whether or not the tiger
existed at all in the first place, nothing has been
heard of it recently. The last definite visit of
a big cat to Hong Kong was at least 8 years ago.
This time we regret to say that all three sections
of the Births, Marriages and Deaths register
have an entry. Leslie Doe, our diver at the
Plover Cove main dam, collapsed and died
suddenly on 26th August. Our most heartfelt
sympathy goes out to his widow and child on
this tragic occasion.
There are two marriages to report. Raymond
Wai married Miss Emily Kwan Pok and Chan
Wai-man married Miss Sylvia Sau Jan Chan;
we wish them every happiness.
The Births Department is straining at the
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seams again. Nancy and Jim Gordon have had
a boy; Pat and John Boyd and also lrmgard and
Peter Heath have had girls. Latest indications
are that further good dividends are expected
from Stork Airlines (Hong Kong) Ltd.
Recent elections to A.M.I.C.E. status include
Ed Ha and Jim Aspden (Binnie’s), Peter Heath,
Michael Owen, Vincent Chan, Au-Yong Chin
Koon, Shum Sze-tak, and Yong Kong-weng.
Congratulations to these, and also to Bill Lamb
and Andrew Maslowicz, who have completed
10 years with the firm.
This year it has been Japan’s turn to be thump
ed repeatedly by typhoons whilst Hong Kong
has been spared. One tropical storm brought
the lagging rainfall up to average and all reservoirs
(including the recently completed Lower Shing
Mun) were overflowing afterwards. Beforehand
there had been no really heavy rain until the
firm was asked to carry out a current survey for
an oil company off the coast of an island outside
Hong Kong Harbour. This request produced
4 inches of rain on the first day of the survey
and another 2 inches on the second day. It is
noteworthy while discussing weather to record
the completion of a full year on a 24-hour water
supply. Such an event has not occurred for
very many years. it has been made possible
by the completion of the Shek Pik Scheme and
Plover Cove Stage I, together with the purchase
of water from China.
*

There

*

*

have been three meetings of the
Diners’ Club since the last News

PONTIFACT

letter.
On 24th March a record attendance of 31
(out of a total membership of 38) visited the
Yucca de Lac Restaurant in the New Territories.
Gillian and Robin Osborn organized an excellent
Chinese meal which was also attended by Mr.
Ford of Binnie’s as a guest. During Syd Drury’s
speech he welcomed Pam and Michael La
Touche (from Binnie’s office) as new members.
This was also the farewell attendance by Mary
Lindsay, who also made a little speech.
Claire and Steve Cotterell were selected by
ballot to organise the next “get-together”,
which occurred on 28th May at the Carlton
Hotel. (Quote by Ian Fleming: “Dinner at the
Carlton unfolds one of the world’s most memor
able panoramas: the jewelled lights of Kowloon,
the Harbour and the Island”). This time as
befitted the occasion, some people wore dinner
jackets. The guest was Jim Aspden of Binnie’s

office and he was suitably welcomed during Syd
Drury’s customary speech. This was the last
attendance by Joe Lindsay, in whose honour a
farewell dinner was later arranged at the Yucca
de Lac Restaurant immediately prior to his
departure.
The next meeting on 8th September was
organised by Peter Ferguson at the Ceylon Curry
House in Kowloon; this was the first curry meal
sampled by the Club. Beef, chicken and prawn
curries were eaten and the Ferguson influence
appears to have produced Scottish dance
music for part of the time! Andrew Maslowicz
was welcomed to the fold during Syd Drury’s
speech. It should be mentioned that, while
SOME OF US were relaxing at this meeting,
OTHERS OF US were wallowing around in a
sampan in pitch darkness and pouring rain,
dropping lighted poles overboard and using a wet
portable radio to ask wet men to sight on them
through wet theodolites as part of the current
survey referred to previously!
Eunice and Stanley Elliott will organise the
next get-together so we are all now looking
forward to sampling the best Irish stew and coffee
in the Colony!
PETER HEATH.

\Vestmorland
Looking through our last newsletter, in search
of inspiration, the following item was promi
nent
Now, with a staff of sixty, we are (we
hope) up to full strength”.—Who’s kidding who?
With our Parkinsonian tendencies, we should be
able to make a take-over bid for the London
Office by 1966. Perhaps this prompted a
Freudian slip by our anonymous associate* who
addressed a letter to Shaw End as follows:—
M
Messrs. Scott & Wilson, Kirkpatrick &
Partners,
Shaw End, Kendal.
Nevertheless, in spite of expanding staff,
oscillating alignments, geological advice. ‘pro
gress’ meetings and critical paths that become
pedestrian, the job proceeds. Tony Williams’
Section have been working very hard throughout
the summer and are now producing Section III
(Killington—Tebay) contract drawings. It is
hoped to invite tenders on March 1st. The
majority of the contract drawings for the road‘See page 39 of
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works are to a scale of 1:2500 with existing
ground detail produced in part by aerial photo
grammetry. This is the first time that Motorway
Contract Drawings have been prepared at this
scale for a complete length of motorway and we
trust that our colleagues in the contracting
industry will fInd the greater accuracy beneficial
in what is going to be an exacting, but exciting
task.
On the other hand, long suffering Peter
Knowles and Section are not quite sure whether
they are designing a motorway or a reservoir,
but they remain cheerful nonetheless. In addi
tion, they have put in some sterling groundwork
on the consideration of pavement variations,
specialised treatments, and advanced construc
tion techniques, all of which is extremely tedious
but absolutely vital if the final job is to proceed
smoothly.
Section I (Carnforth—Farleton) are fortunate
in having a hook, i.e. the other III miles of M6,
on which to hang at least one end of their align
ment, although they have had some ‘local
difficulties’ with the Lancaster Canal which
seems to be in the way at various points. Until
recently, George Webster led the Section I team
but the prospect of another winter proved too
much with the result that some of our ex-Doha
members felt very envious as ‘Gulf Rig’ was
packed and George returned to the sun. We
trust it will not be long before the firm have the
opportunity of working with him again. Stewart
McNee is manfully coping with the task of
taking over the section.
Barry Paget’s Section IV (Tebay—Hackthorpe)
revel in their uniqueness:—two motorways,
i.e. completely separated carriageways for the
price of (well almost!) one, self cleansing snow
slopes, swallowholes in inter-bedded limestone
and sandstone and their own particular brand
SHAW END COMMITTEE 1965-66

Chairman
Hon. Secretary
Entertainments Member
Gardens
Cricket/Squash
Sailing
Golf
Photography
Tennis
Chess Bridge
Wines
Pontifact Sub-Editor
Luncheon Club Secretary
Luncheon Club Treasurer
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R. H. Rakusen
D. R. Butler
R. F. Weston
R. M. Heddon
C. R. Ford
S. M. Armitage
T. Williams
J. M. Bunting
D. F. Boon
R. Collins
W. M. Hopkins
R. W. Henderson
E. Rigg

of earthworks slop. The latter incidently,
during the ground investigation, successfully
bogged down a Hymac (ground pressure 4 lb/
sq. in.), a recovery vehicle, the tractor sent to
recover the recovery vehicle, the tractor sent to
recover the tractor etc., the Inspector of Works,
the Contractor’s Agent and the Reident Engin
eer.
If the Lancaster/Penrith Motorway has any
thing in comthon with Central Africa, it will
not be by accident. All four present road
section leaders mentioned above worked there
at some time and the latter three have worked
together for some years. Pity they forgot to
bring the climate back with them as well.
Multi-coloured land plans are being produced
with great rapidity by Andy Kellam and his
staff. Unfortunately, it seems an occupational
hazard of motorway design that such plans are
superseded with even greater rapidity but one
must admit that viewed from a respectable
distance, some of the work could be hung in the
‘art nouveau section of the Tate without raising
an eyebrow.
At Stramongate, now politely known as ‘the
other place’, John Swift and his nierry men are
producing structural designs which are obviously
going to enhance the Firm’s reputation. How
this is accomplished, in spite of the efforts of the
Soils Section to prove everything impossible, is
baffling.
Incidently, the Soils Section have just installed
their latest piece of equipment which comes
complete with a golden voiced lass, whose phonetic
statistics are; figures, thruee-four-two-two-thruee
six. The equipment is otherwise known as
‘Radio Pontifact’.
Somewhere amongst the bulging walls of
Shaw End, an Admin. Section has been fitted in,
and against all odds, succeeds in dishing out
Luncheon Vouchers, arranging transport and
asking awkward questions about job numbers,
time and cost ratios. Their only known hide
out is an office suspended above the main
staircase.
The social and sporting activities of the office
are varied and well supported, as shown below.
Congratulations are due to:—
Joan and Robin Waine who were married on
4th September; Yvonne and Peter Rigg who were
married on 15th September; A similar fate
befell Victor and Raija Choa on 16th October,
of which, more below.
Also congratulations to Malcolm Collison
on obtaining his degree of B.Sc. (Eng) London.
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ed repeatedly by typhoons whilst Hong Kong
has been spared. One tropical storm brought
the lagging rainfall up to average and all reservoirs
(including the recently completed Lower Shing
Mun) were overflowing afterwards. Beforehand
there had been no really heavy rain until the
firm was asked to carry out a current survey for
an oil company off the coast of an island outside
Hong Kong Harbour. This request produced
4 inches of rain on the first day of the survey
and another 2 inches on the second day. It is
noteworthy while discussing weather to record
the completion of a full year on a 24-hour water
supply. Such an event has not occurred for
very many years. it has been made possible
by the completion of the Shek Pik Scheme and
Plover Cove Stage I, together with the purchase
of water from China.
*

There

*

*

have been three meetings of the
Diners’ Club since the last News

PONTIFACT

letter.
On 24th March a record attendance of 31
(out of a total membership of 38) visited the
Yucca de Lac Restaurant in the New Territories.
Gillian and Robin Osborn organized an excellent
Chinese meal which was also attended by Mr.
Ford of Binnie’s as a guest. During Syd Drury’s
speech he welcomed Pam and Michael La
Touche (from Binnie’s office) as new members.
This was also the farewell attendance by Mary
Lindsay, who also made a little speech.
Claire and Steve Cotterell were selected by
ballot to organise the next “get-together”,
which occurred on 28th May at the Carlton
Hotel. (Quote by Ian Fleming: “Dinner at the
Carlton unfolds one of the world’s most memor
able panoramas: the jewelled lights of Kowloon,
the Harbour and the Island”). This time as
befitted the occasion, some people wore dinner
jackets. The guest was Jim Aspden of Binnie’s

office and he was suitably welcomed during Syd
Drury’s customary speech. This was the last
attendance by Joe Lindsay, in whose honour a
farewell dinner was later arranged at the Yucca
de Lac Restaurant immediately prior to his
departure.
The next meeting on 8th September was
organised by Peter Ferguson at the Ceylon Curry
House in Kowloon; this was the first curry meal
sampled by the Club. Beef, chicken and prawn
curries were eaten and the Ferguson influence
appears to have produced Scottish dance
music for part of the time! Andrew Maslowicz
was welcomed to the fold during Syd Drury’s
speech. It should be mentioned that, while
SOME OF US were relaxing at this meeting,
OTHERS OF US were wallowing around in a
sampan in pitch darkness and pouring rain,
dropping lighted poles overboard and using a wet
portable radio to ask wet men to sight on them
through wet theodolites as part of the current
survey referred to previously!
Eunice and Stanley Elliott will organise the
next get-together so we are all now looking
forward to sampling the best Irish stew and coffee
in the Colony!
PETER HEATH.

\Vestmorland
Looking through our last newsletter, in search
of inspiration, the following item was promi
nent
Now, with a staff of sixty, we are (we
hope) up to full strength”.—Who’s kidding who?
With our Parkinsonian tendencies, we should be
able to make a take-over bid for the London
Office by 1966. Perhaps this prompted a
Freudian slip by our anonymous associate* who
addressed a letter to Shaw End as follows:—
M
Messrs. Scott & Wilson, Kirkpatrick &
Partners,
Shaw End, Kendal.
Nevertheless, in spite of expanding staff,
oscillating alignments, geological advice. ‘pro
gress’ meetings and critical paths that become
pedestrian, the job proceeds. Tony Williams’
Section have been working very hard throughout
the summer and are now producing Section III
(Killington—Tebay) contract drawings. It is
hoped to invite tenders on March 1st. The
majority of the contract drawings for the road‘See page 39 of
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works are to a scale of 1:2500 with existing
ground detail produced in part by aerial photo
grammetry. This is the first time that Motorway
Contract Drawings have been prepared at this
scale for a complete length of motorway and we
trust that our colleagues in the contracting
industry will fInd the greater accuracy beneficial
in what is going to be an exacting, but exciting
task.
On the other hand, long suffering Peter
Knowles and Section are not quite sure whether
they are designing a motorway or a reservoir,
but they remain cheerful nonetheless. In addi
tion, they have put in some sterling groundwork
on the consideration of pavement variations,
specialised treatments, and advanced construc
tion techniques, all of which is extremely tedious
but absolutely vital if the final job is to proceed
smoothly.
Section I (Carnforth—Farleton) are fortunate
in having a hook, i.e. the other III miles of M6,
on which to hang at least one end of their align
ment, although they have had some ‘local
difficulties’ with the Lancaster Canal which
seems to be in the way at various points. Until
recently, George Webster led the Section I team
but the prospect of another winter proved too
much with the result that some of our ex-Doha
members felt very envious as ‘Gulf Rig’ was
packed and George returned to the sun. We
trust it will not be long before the firm have the
opportunity of working with him again. Stewart
McNee is manfully coping with the task of
taking over the section.
Barry Paget’s Section IV (Tebay—Hackthorpe)
revel in their uniqueness:—two motorways,
i.e. completely separated carriageways for the
price of (well almost!) one, self cleansing snow
slopes, swallowholes in inter-bedded limestone
and sandstone and their own particular brand
SHAW END COMMITTEE 1965-66

Chairman
Hon. Secretary
Entertainments Member
Gardens
Cricket/Squash
Sailing
Golf
Photography
Tennis
Chess Bridge
Wines
Pontifact Sub-Editor
Luncheon Club Secretary
Luncheon Club Treasurer

R. A. Evans
—

-

—-

R. H. Rakusen
D. R. Butler
R. F. Weston
R. M. Heddon
C. R. Ford
S. M. Armitage
T. Williams
J. M. Bunting
D. F. Boon
R. Collins
W. M. Hopkins
R. W. Henderson
E. Rigg

of earthworks slop. The latter incidently,
during the ground investigation, successfully
bogged down a Hymac (ground pressure 4 lb/
sq. in.), a recovery vehicle, the tractor sent to
recover the recovery vehicle, the tractor sent to
recover the tractor etc., the Inspector of Works,
the Contractor’s Agent and the Reident Engin
eer.
If the Lancaster/Penrith Motorway has any
thing in comthon with Central Africa, it will
not be by accident. All four present road
section leaders mentioned above worked there
at some time and the latter three have worked
together for some years. Pity they forgot to
bring the climate back with them as well.
Multi-coloured land plans are being produced
with great rapidity by Andy Kellam and his
staff. Unfortunately, it seems an occupational
hazard of motorway design that such plans are
superseded with even greater rapidity but one
must admit that viewed from a respectable
distance, some of the work could be hung in the
‘art nouveau section of the Tate without raising
an eyebrow.
At Stramongate, now politely known as ‘the
other place’, John Swift and his nierry men are
producing structural designs which are obviously
going to enhance the Firm’s reputation. How
this is accomplished, in spite of the efforts of the
Soils Section to prove everything impossible, is
baffling.
Incidently, the Soils Section have just installed
their latest piece of equipment which comes
complete with a golden voiced lass, whose phonetic
statistics are; figures, thruee-four-two-two-thruee
six. The equipment is otherwise known as
‘Radio Pontifact’.
Somewhere amongst the bulging walls of
Shaw End, an Admin. Section has been fitted in,
and against all odds, succeeds in dishing out
Luncheon Vouchers, arranging transport and
asking awkward questions about job numbers,
time and cost ratios. Their only known hide
out is an office suspended above the main
staircase.
The social and sporting activities of the office
are varied and well supported, as shown below.
Congratulations are due to:—
Joan and Robin Waine who were married on
4th September; Yvonne and Peter Rigg who were
married on 15th September; A similar fate
befell Victor and Raija Choa on 16th October,
of which, more below.
Also congratulations to Malcolm Collison
on obtaining his degree of B.Sc. (Eng) London.
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Our best wishes go to Betty McEwan who is
making a successful recovery from her recent
operation.
*

*

Overheard on the radio:
“I could bear you O.K. until you started to
talk intelligently”.
Overheard in the ‘corridors of power’:
“The trouble with progress meetings is that if
I gaze out of the window, lie (the chairman)
thinks I’m not paying attention and if I
don’t, I’m scared of falling asleep”.
LEN PARKER.
*

When Victor Choa, from Singapore married
Raija Kuappa from Sweden in the Cambridge
Registry Office on the 16th October, there were
all the trappings of an international celebrity
wedding. Bulbs flashed and movie cameras
whirred throughout the ceremony, and guests
had conic from as far afield as Germany and
Malaya. Several members of the Westmorland
staff had travelled down for the wedding, the
last guest to arrive had covered 200 miles from
Kendal to Cambridge in his Jaguar in four hours.
The reception was held in the lovely country
home of Mrs. Goldstein, a friend of the bride,
after which the couple left for their honeymoon
in Scotland.
DICK “TATLER” PHELPS.

London
We would like to commence this News Letter
by sending our congratulations to the new
Partners and Associates.
*

*

*

A quick glance through the “sick list” is
encouragilig as there would appear to be no

hospital patients to commiserate with, but—what
about Mike Kennedy and his plaster? We are
very sorry indeed to learn of the indisposition of
Miss Williams, and hope that she is now more
comfortable and able to view “Do-it-yourself”
with a little less despair.
*

*

*

The following members of the technical staff
have succeeded in getting their names on the
AWARDS PANEL:
Tony Chambers, A. M l.Struc. E.
Jim Doyle, A.M.l.Struc.E.
Tony Finnigan, D.I.C.
.

Malcolm Millais, A.l.O.B.
Ceoff Moore, A.M.l.Struc.E.
Grthani Ray, A.M.l.Struc.E.
Keith Shakespeare, D.l.C.
Mike Shenton, Ph.D. (Nottingham University)
Derek Verran, A.M.I.C.E.
to all of these we extend our congratulations and
hope they will le spurred on to further successes.
*

•1’

Although the spread of SWKP along Victoria
Street seems to have abated, there is another
type of spread—this time it is in density: we have
spread further through No. 39 and No. 47 taking
over various suites as they have been vacated.
Because of this the cartographers to the public
have been restrained from producing the map
which was planned and hinted at by us ill
the last issue of PONTIFAT.
However, our
Special Correspondent writes as follows:
“1965 has been an active year in the London
Office for people of all kinds from Partners to
Plumbers”—and he is not kidding either! Early
in the year, after taking over 2- floors in No. 57
Victoria Street, there followed much decorating
and floor laying until in February the whole of
Roads Section moved in complete with their own
Reception and Switchboard. Later on in the
year they were joined by the Concrete Vessel
Pressure Section.
*

*

*

After demolition work at 1st floor level of No.
39 two sections moved in to new drawing offices.
Major works involved the relocation of Partner’s
offices at 6th floor level, these are now arranged
such that Mr. Bowen and Mr. Sang are en suite
in No. 39 and Messrs. Measor, Hawkey and
Grace are on the 6th floor in No. 47. The old
Partner’s Corridor is now occupied on the one
side by Staff Services, with the General Office
having taken over what used to be a drawing
office on the other side. Summer time brought
proceedings to a temporary halt, holidays being
the main reason for this, but not before a new
office had been found at 2nd floor level of No. 47
for Philip Edwards.
*

*

*

Recent events have been the acquisition of
offices originally occupied by Frankipile on the
4th floor of No. 39, these are being adapted for
use by the Hong Kong Tunnel Joint Office in
conjunction with Freeman Fox & Partners.
Further moves that are planned include a new
office dealing with Belize on the Ground Floor
of No. 39, the Accounts Section from the 4th to
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the 5th floor of No. 39 so that they are together
with the Secretary’s office, and the ‘inscrutable’
Scrutiny Section setting up a new home on the
4th floor of No. 39. After Christmas it is
expected that London Office will be as follows:—
No. 39
No. 47
6th floor
Messrs. Bowen & Sang
Messrs. Measor,
Roger Whiting, Joe
Hawkey & Grace
Cassell, Erik Bird,
Bernard Ranger, Staff
Roland Pilcher, Xerox, Services and General
and Messengers.
Office.
5th floor

Mr. Moodie, David
King & Accounts

‘Mac’ McDermott
and Bridges.

4th floor
Doug Thorp, John

Bridges

Measor, Scrutiny, Joint

Tunnel Group.

2,icl floor
Wally Grainger, Vodek
Prylinski & Terry
O’Neill

Bill Spencer, John
Powter, Philip’
Edwards, Library.

Heard in the darkness “Where are the candles?”
—“I thought they weren’t to be used until
Christmas and sent them back again

Ten year service congratulations have leen
earned by Mrs. Pat Hagan, Andrew Maslowicz
(now in Hong Kong office) and Jol(n Powter.
*

Jim Taylor & Trevor

Hancock.

Grd. floor
John Sutton, Ted Fuller,
Pat Vullianiy & Zach Matthews
Basc’nienr

*

*

*

*

Victoria Street will very soon become the home
glound for a large number of policemen of
varying kinds, together with their attendant
policewomen and civilians. Sad to report that
the ‘New Scotland Yard’ is rapidly nearing
completion and will shortly be ready for occupa
tion. We feel that the number of “removed from
Police-eye” drinking evenings in “The Albert”
are now nearing the low numbers—however, we
shall have to put into effect that old adage ‘If
you can’t join ‘em, beat ‘em” (or should it be the
other way round?—enlightenment needed at an
early date).
Incidentally rumour has it that
February 1966 is likely to see the beginning of
the invasion!
*

*

*

Up to the time of going to press London Office
has suffered from one general black out and one
local to the sixth floor of No. 39—engineering
by candlelight has an unusual flavour about it
and takes one back to Dickens and all that.

*

*

*

*

“Stork News” congratulations to:
Niranjan Patel, Mike & Christine Kennedy,
Frank & Elizabeth Abrahanis and Bill & Mary
Sommerville, on the birth of their daughters and
Malcolm & Jaqueline Millais, Mark & lrena
Sharrock, and Terry & Rita Wickham, on the
birth of their sons.
*

Soils Laboratory.

*

Wedding congratulations to Jackie Duggan
(Staff Services) who is now Jackie Lee, Pat
Jackson (nee Stowe), Wendy Christie (nec Banks),
Barbara Zissell (nee George), Roland Pilcher and
Patricia, David Blythe and Christine, Mike
Stokeley and Chantel, Graham Butt and Norma,
Brian Meredith and Janet, Cohn Amies and
Cather i ie.
*

1st floor

*

‘We hear that Kathleen Bryant of the General
Office has become engaged to William Ashdown
and Roger Mattingley (Hancock’s Section) has
become engaged to Christine Brewer (who used
to be in the General Office), our good wishes to
these two couples.

*

*

In the Sports Realm—John Cook was selected
for British Universities Sports Federation Teani
which went to Budapest ill late August to com
pete in the Worlds Student Games. He reached
the final of the 400 metre hurdles.
*

*

*

The S.O.S. forms reveal the following inform
ation, which we pass n to you:
John Measor’s section claim to be the only one

not moving.
Civils report that at the recent “topping out”
ceremony for Holloway House, attended by
Messrs. Hawkey, Bird and Wainwright, there
was apparently sufficient refreshment provided at
the tenth floor to achieve a satisfactory Liquid
Limit.

Bridges Section report that Don Dudeney is
back with them after his ‘term’ in Addis, Jim
Turner safely recovered from his operation
reports that his eyes have been opened to the
sadistic tendencies rampant in the nursing
Mike Kennedy is still hobbling
fraternity.
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thinks I’m not paying attention and if I
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Registry Office on the 16th October, there were
all the trappings of an international celebrity
wedding. Bulbs flashed and movie cameras
whirred throughout the ceremony, and guests
had conic from as far afield as Germany and
Malaya. Several members of the Westmorland
staff had travelled down for the wedding, the
last guest to arrive had covered 200 miles from
Kendal to Cambridge in his Jaguar in four hours.
The reception was held in the lovely country
home of Mrs. Goldstein, a friend of the bride,
after which the couple left for their honeymoon
in Scotland.
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We would like to commence this News Letter
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encouragilig as there would appear to be no
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about Mike Kennedy and his plaster? We are
very sorry indeed to learn of the indisposition of
Miss Williams, and hope that she is now more
comfortable and able to view “Do-it-yourself”
with a little less despair.
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The following members of the technical staff
have succeeded in getting their names on the
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Tony Chambers, A. M l.Struc. E.
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Tony Finnigan, D.I.C.
.
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Grthani Ray, A.M.l.Struc.E.
Keith Shakespeare, D.l.C.
Mike Shenton, Ph.D. (Nottingham University)
Derek Verran, A.M.I.C.E.
to all of these we extend our congratulations and
hope they will le spurred on to further successes.
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Although the spread of SWKP along Victoria
Street seems to have abated, there is another
type of spread—this time it is in density: we have
spread further through No. 39 and No. 47 taking
over various suites as they have been vacated.
Because of this the cartographers to the public
have been restrained from producing the map
which was planned and hinted at by us ill
the last issue of PONTIFAT.
However, our
Special Correspondent writes as follows:
“1965 has been an active year in the London
Office for people of all kinds from Partners to
Plumbers”—and he is not kidding either! Early
in the year, after taking over 2- floors in No. 57
Victoria Street, there followed much decorating
and floor laying until in February the whole of
Roads Section moved in complete with their own
Reception and Switchboard. Later on in the
year they were joined by the Concrete Vessel
Pressure Section.
*

*

*

After demolition work at 1st floor level of No.
39 two sections moved in to new drawing offices.
Major works involved the relocation of Partner’s
offices at 6th floor level, these are now arranged
such that Mr. Bowen and Mr. Sang are en suite
in No. 39 and Messrs. Measor, Hawkey and
Grace are on the 6th floor in No. 47. The old
Partner’s Corridor is now occupied on the one
side by Staff Services, with the General Office
having taken over what used to be a drawing
office on the other side. Summer time brought
proceedings to a temporary halt, holidays being
the main reason for this, but not before a new
office had been found at 2nd floor level of No. 47
for Philip Edwards.
*

*

*

Recent events have been the acquisition of
offices originally occupied by Frankipile on the
4th floor of No. 39, these are being adapted for
use by the Hong Kong Tunnel Joint Office in
conjunction with Freeman Fox & Partners.
Further moves that are planned include a new
office dealing with Belize on the Ground Floor
of No. 39, the Accounts Section from the 4th to
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the 5th floor of No. 39 so that they are together
with the Secretary’s office, and the ‘inscrutable’
Scrutiny Section setting up a new home on the
4th floor of No. 39. After Christmas it is
expected that London Office will be as follows:—
No. 39
No. 47
6th floor
Messrs. Bowen & Sang
Messrs. Measor,
Roger Whiting, Joe
Hawkey & Grace
Cassell, Erik Bird,
Bernard Ranger, Staff
Roland Pilcher, Xerox, Services and General
and Messengers.
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5th floor

Mr. Moodie, David
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‘Mac’ McDermott
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Doug Thorp, John
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Measor, Scrutiny, Joint
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Wally Grainger, Vodek
Prylinski & Terry
O’Neill

Bill Spencer, John
Powter, Philip’
Edwards, Library.
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policewomen and civilians. Sad to report that
the ‘New Scotland Yard’ is rapidly nearing
completion and will shortly be ready for occupa
tion. We feel that the number of “removed from
Police-eye” drinking evenings in “The Albert”
are now nearing the low numbers—however, we
shall have to put into effect that old adage ‘If
you can’t join ‘em, beat ‘em” (or should it be the
other way round?—enlightenment needed at an
early date).
Incidentally rumour has it that
February 1966 is likely to see the beginning of
the invasion!
*
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Up to the time of going to press London Office
has suffered from one general black out and one
local to the sixth floor of No. 39—engineering
by candlelight has an unusual flavour about it
and takes one back to Dickens and all that.
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“Stork News” congratulations to:
Niranjan Patel, Mike & Christine Kennedy,
Frank & Elizabeth Abrahanis and Bill & Mary
Sommerville, on the birth of their daughters and
Malcolm & Jaqueline Millais, Mark & lrena
Sharrock, and Terry & Rita Wickham, on the
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Patricia, David Blythe and Christine, Mike
Stokeley and Chantel, Graham Butt and Norma,
Brian Meredith and Janet, Cohn Amies and
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‘We hear that Kathleen Bryant of the General
Office has become engaged to William Ashdown
and Roger Mattingley (Hancock’s Section) has
become engaged to Christine Brewer (who used
to be in the General Office), our good wishes to
these two couples.
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In the Sports Realm—John Cook was selected
for British Universities Sports Federation Teani
which went to Budapest ill late August to com
pete in the Worlds Student Games. He reached
the final of the 400 metre hurdles.
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The S.O.S. forms reveal the following inform
ation, which we pass n to you:
John Measor’s section claim to be the only one

not moving.
Civils report that at the recent “topping out”
ceremony for Holloway House, attended by
Messrs. Hawkey, Bird and Wainwright, there
was apparently sufficient refreshment provided at
the tenth floor to achieve a satisfactory Liquid
Limit.

Bridges Section report that Don Dudeney is
back with them after his ‘term’ in Addis, Jim
Turner safely recovered from his operation
reports that his eyes have been opened to the
sadistic tendencies rampant in the nursing
Mike Kennedy is still hobbling
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around with a foot and ankle in plaster—we
think his daughter (see “Stork News”) kicked
him but he says it was football! David Blythe is
almost back to normal after having dived into
U ft. of water whilst on honeymoon—we also
hear that his Christine helped to remove the
stitches left in by the Nursing Sisters: good for
Christine!
Also, logic prevails—the Bridges Section has
expanded by taking over a drawing office on the
floor immediately below their original one on the
fifth floor! This must be good for something,
but we cant quite decide on what!
*

*

*

From the General Office we hear that Oili Lee
left on the 25th November, she is going to Malaya
via Finland with her husband who is returning
home. We wish Oili and Johnson safe journey
ings.
*

*

*

Ken Innes has sent us this report, which we
give in its entirety:

“My section has virtually been disbanded and
a new group has been established. This group
will be formed by SWKP and Freeman Fox
& Partners”.
We are told that this group will be known as the
“Joint Tunnel Group” but no news of its reaching
the Golden Disc stage has yet been received by- us.

*

*

*

Malcolm Wilford will be spending the majority
of his week-end spare time making good scratches
(his wife now drives the car
)
.

*

*

.

*

*

Oh, by the way, The Grainger Team strikes
again—reporting on the Croydon Show, the
Croydon Advertiser of July 16th lists prize
winning entries from Wally and his wife in a
wide range of home made wine classes, also fruit
and vegetable classes. There is no truth in the
reported rumour that at next year’s show they
are going to be asked to enter as exhibitors and
not as competitors.
*

*

*

It is with regret that we tell you of the death
of Bob Wynne. Bob left the firm early in the
year after having been with us for some 10 years.
He was involved in a car crash on the 25th
November and died on the 1st December, with
out gaining consciousness. We are sure you will
join with us in sending our sympathetic regards
to his widow and young son.

*

CHRISTMAS,
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onti1act court (Eircu1ar
On Saturday, 4th September, 1965 Miss Pat
Stowe, who has been a member of the staff for
four years, was married to Mr. Robin Jackson
at St. Johns Church, Old Colllsdon. The bride
wore a full-length Empire Line dress with long
sleeves and a white lace bodice. She carried a
bouquet of pink roses and white stephanotis,
and her short veil was fixed with a headdress of
small white flowers. The three bridesmaids wore

full-length dreses with short sleeves in salmon
pink and two carried bouquets of cream roses
and white carnations while the third, the
bride’s it-year old cousin, carried a basket of
flowers.
A dinner and reception for a hundred guests
was held at the Greyhound Hotel, Croydon after
which the bride and groom left for their honey
moon in Cornwall.

*

If we have omitted any news items, we are
sorry, but remember, we can only report what
we receive from you
.

A very happy Christmas to everyone, from
THE LONDON LIGHTS

Agracultural overpass

Pat Stowe and Robin Jackson.

Extract from local newspaper correspondence concerning M6 Motorway Extension:
“neatly kept green centre reservation, slopes and hedges, which are part of the modern
motorways, with a “touch” of the Taj Mahal about the bridges.”
Bridges Section: please note!

When Wendy Banks married Bill Christie. on
September 25th, she looked most attractive in
a full length gown of White Lace in a floral
pattern with a large Chiffon bow attached to the
waistline at the back. Her headdress was a
Coronet of crystals and pearls, and she carried
a spray of red and white tea roses.

Wendy will be leaving us on December 17th,
to join her husband who is serving in the forces
in Germany. She, I know, is as disappointed to
leave Scott & Wilson, Kirkpatrick & Partners
after 6 happy months, as we will be to see her go.
May we wish Wendy and Bill every happiness
in their new married life in Germany.
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think his daughter (see “Stork News”) kicked
him but he says it was football! David Blythe is
almost back to normal after having dived into
U ft. of water whilst on honeymoon—we also
hear that his Christine helped to remove the
stitches left in by the Nursing Sisters: good for
Christine!
Also, logic prevails—the Bridges Section has
expanded by taking over a drawing office on the
floor immediately below their original one on the
fifth floor! This must be good for something,
but we cant quite decide on what!
*

*

*

From the General Office we hear that Oili Lee
left on the 25th November, she is going to Malaya
via Finland with her husband who is returning
home. We wish Oili and Johnson safe journey
ings.
*

*

*

Ken Innes has sent us this report, which we
give in its entirety:

“My section has virtually been disbanded and
a new group has been established. This group
will be formed by SWKP and Freeman Fox
& Partners”.
We are told that this group will be known as the
“Joint Tunnel Group” but no news of its reaching
the Golden Disc stage has yet been received by- us.

*

*

*

Malcolm Wilford will be spending the majority
of his week-end spare time making good scratches
(his wife now drives the car
)
.

*

*

.

*

*

Oh, by the way, The Grainger Team strikes
again—reporting on the Croydon Show, the
Croydon Advertiser of July 16th lists prize
winning entries from Wally and his wife in a
wide range of home made wine classes, also fruit
and vegetable classes. There is no truth in the
reported rumour that at next year’s show they
are going to be asked to enter as exhibitors and
not as competitors.
*

*

*

It is with regret that we tell you of the death
of Bob Wynne. Bob left the firm early in the
year after having been with us for some 10 years.
He was involved in a car crash on the 25th
November and died on the 1st December, with
out gaining consciousness. We are sure you will
join with us in sending our sympathetic regards
to his widow and young son.

*
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onti1act court (Eircu1ar
On Saturday, 4th September, 1965 Miss Pat
Stowe, who has been a member of the staff for
four years, was married to Mr. Robin Jackson
at St. Johns Church, Old Colllsdon. The bride
wore a full-length Empire Line dress with long
sleeves and a white lace bodice. She carried a
bouquet of pink roses and white stephanotis,
and her short veil was fixed with a headdress of
small white flowers. The three bridesmaids wore

full-length dreses with short sleeves in salmon
pink and two carried bouquets of cream roses
and white carnations while the third, the
bride’s it-year old cousin, carried a basket of
flowers.
A dinner and reception for a hundred guests
was held at the Greyhound Hotel, Croydon after
which the bride and groom left for their honey
moon in Cornwall.

*

If we have omitted any news items, we are
sorry, but remember, we can only report what
we receive from you
.

A very happy Christmas to everyone, from
THE LONDON LIGHTS

Agracultural overpass

Pat Stowe and Robin Jackson.

Extract from local newspaper correspondence concerning M6 Motorway Extension:
“neatly kept green centre reservation, slopes and hedges, which are part of the modern
motorways, with a “touch” of the Taj Mahal about the bridges.”
Bridges Section: please note!

When Wendy Banks married Bill Christie. on
September 25th, she looked most attractive in
a full length gown of White Lace in a floral
pattern with a large Chiffon bow attached to the
waistline at the back. Her headdress was a
Coronet of crystals and pearls, and she carried
a spray of red and white tea roses.

Wendy will be leaving us on December 17th,
to join her husband who is serving in the forces
in Germany. She, I know, is as disappointed to
leave Scott & Wilson, Kirkpatrick & Partners
after 6 happy months, as we will be to see her go.
May we wish Wendy and Bill every happiness
in their new married life in Germany.
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Around the Partnerships
orne of our readers will remember a
popular series of articles reporting on
work around the sections. The two
reports that follow are designed to bring everyone
up to date on work overseas and precedes the

introduction of a new series of articles, which
start in the next issue, written by the Associates.
We hope with this new coverage, to give accurate
and current accounts of all work being dealt with
by S. & W., K. & P.

Honç Koiiçr Parniersliip
Part 1. Work in hand
5880—P/ole, Cole Water Se/wine—see separate Job Report.
Wendy Banks and Bill Christie.

DELTA POWER STATION—conrinuea’ /i’omu page 36.
and the sunsets here at times have to be seen to
be believed, so that one can find that uplift of
spirit without which human life is mundane and
colourless,
As the Project now witnesses the commencement of plant erection and the advent of all those

little men who connect wires and perform tasks
which to civil engineers always somehow seem
to smell of black magic, even just a little, we
send our greetings to all those in London Office
and elsewhere who have our interests and our
welfare in their hearts.

Mr.

In Hong Kong:

Serge Turceninoff,

C/o Messrs.

Scott & Wilson,

Kinkpatrick & Partners,
47,

Victoria Street,

London S.W.l,

England.

MR. C. M. JUILFORD,
SCOTT & WELCON,
& PAREHARS,

KUK PATUK,

5th FL.,

MANSON HSE.,
NATHAN ROAD,

6380—Dei’elopmne,it at Sham Tceng
Client
: Sonca Industries Ltd. (subsidiary of Union Carbide Asia Ltd.)
Nature of Scheme
Quay type sea wall for lighters; reclamation for chemical storage depot.
Warehouses.
Associated
Consultant
J. Roger Preston & Partners.
Estimated Cost
£100,000.
Contractors
Yau Wing Co. Ltd. and Wing Hong Construction Co.
6481 —Doip/umi at Lai C/u Kok Terminal
Client
: Mobil Oil Hong Kong Ltd.
Nature of Scheme : Construction of Dolphin to enable tankers to moor after section of existing
pier was destroyed by ship during typhoon last year.
Estimated Cost
: £8,000.
Contractor
Cheung Sun Kee Construction Co.

T’T7/iat’s your name, açlain ?
in London :

6080—Kwa/ C/jung Development Scheme
Client
: Hong Kong Government
Nature of Scheme : Excavation of hills and reclamation of land from sea for industrial and resi
dential development, 220 acres all told; sea walls, typhoon shelter, large
multiple box culvert and 3 miles of dual 2- and 3-lane carriageway.
Estimated Cost
£4,000,000
Main Contractor
Maeda Construction Co. Ltd. (Japan).

KLN

6482—Ternunal at Nga Ying Island
Client
Esso Standard Oil (Hong Kong) Ltd.
Nature of Scheme : Formation of 10 acres for a tank farm, cutting down hill and reclamation of
land from the sea; jetty for 65,000 ton tankers.
Dredging and beacons in
channel to jetty.
Estimated Cost
£400,000.
Contractors
Gammon (Hong Kong) Ltd. and Asahi Harbor Construction Co. Ltd. (Japan):
dredging.
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Part II. Investigation & Design:
6580—Lai C/u Kok Bridge and Adjacent Works
We are at present designing the Lai Chi Kok Bridge for the Government. The bridge, which is
nearly 3,000 feet long, will carry dual 3-lane carriageways. It will have 93 feet and 60 feet spans and
will be of prestressed and reinforced concrete. It is intended that work will start on site about May
next year and take two years to complete.
Our terms of reference have been extended to include adjacent roadworks for a major intersection
at the eastern end of the bridge.
The estimated value of the bridge is £1,000,000. The value of the adjacent works can only be
guessed at present but it is probable that they will amount to at least £500,000.
65 82—Ne Territories Circular Road
We have been invited to submit a report on the improvement of much of the New Territories
Circular Road and in particular to report first on the alignment of the Tsuen Wan—Castle Peak
section of the road which is about ten miles long and is expected to proceed to the tender stage without
delay.
6583—Brunei Roads
Preliminary discussions have taken place with the State of Brunei concerning proposed road develop
ments.
65 87—Hong Kong Cross- Harbour Tunnel

In 1961 the Firm, together with Freeman, Fox & Partners, as Joint Engineers, submitted a Report
on the Hong Kong Cross-Harbour Investigation. Finally this year our clients have obtained approval
from the Government for the construction of a four-lane tunnel and the Joint Engineers have recently
been appointed to design and supervise the construction of this facility.
The tunnel will be of the immersed tube type and will be about one mile long joining Hong Kong
Island to the mainland (Kowloon). It is estimated that the value of the works will be about £12,000,000
and it is planned that the tunnel will be opened to traffic at the beginning of 1970.

oo
____o,&_,

.J\Jigcrian Partliersiup
NIGERIA
Water Supply:
6070—Kaduna Stage 1.

Construction of the first stage of this is nearly complete. It is designed to provide 467 m.g.d. to
Kaduna North, mainly to commercial and residential users. The new Intake and Treatment Works
near the Kaduna River are virtually complete as are the extra 30 m.g.d. of storage capacity, 7 miles of
steel pumping mains and 15 miles of trunk distribution mains.

6576 B—Jos.
Design of this scheme, on which we reported to the Ministry of Works in 1964, is expected to corn
niene in the very near future.
The work includes the design of a medium sized earth dam (approxi
mately 500,000 cu. yds. fill) together with a new Treatment Works, of 25 rn.g.d. capacity, approxi
mately 4 miles of new steel pumping mains, 7 miles of trunk distribution mains, 25 miles of minor
distribution mains and 3 mg. of reservoir storage. Work is expected to commence on site in the
fourth quarter of 1967. The estimated cost of the scheme is £1,950,000.

6576A—Gusau.
6470—Kaduna Stage 2.
Contracts are expected to be placed in the very near future to increase the output of the new North
Waterworks to 70 m.g.d., of the latter approximately 30 ni.g.d. will be conveyed to Kaduna South
which together with the present 30 ni.g.d. output of the South Waterworks making altogether 60
m.g.d., will be required in Kaduna South by 1968 mainly for industrial users. Contracts will also
be placed in the near future for additional pumping mains, reservoirs and distribution mains in Kaduna
South to deal with the full 60 m.g.d.

We have been instructed by the Ministry of Works to design a scheme to provide Gusau with 30
m.g.d. per day with provision for future extension to 60 m.g.d. The design is to be based on a
Report prepared by MOW, engineers.
The source of water will, during the dry season, be from a reservoir formed on the River Wanke by
means of an earth dam and an earthenlund. The catchment upstream of the dam is said to be 23 sq.
miles. During the wet season the town supply will be abstracted directly from the Sokoto River.
The volume of fill in the dam will be 125,000 cu. yds.
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The scheme also includes a Treatment Works of 300 m.g.d. capacity, storage reservoirs and approxi
mately 15 niiles of waterniains. The estimated cost is £713,000 and work on site is expected to com
mence towards the end of next year.
The J
05 and Gusau schemes are being designed jointly by the Nigerian and London firms.
6576C—Kano.
We are likely to be asked by the Government to design extensions to the existing Kano Waterworks.
We understand that the works required will consist of deepwell pumps to abstract raw water from
aquifers lying below the channel of the Kogin Kano and deliver it to a new treatment plant of 500
m.g.d. output. Apart from the Intake and Treatment Works no other work is required pending the
completion of a full investigation and Report on Kano Water Supply to be carried out by U.S.A.1.D.
The Works are tentatively expected to cost £500,000 and it is hoped that work on site could commence
about June 1966.
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(v) The Lake C/tad Road.—6570.
This road was designed by the Ministry of Works. It is being built with funds from the World
Bank and the Nigerian firm is supervising the construction. The road is 125 miles long and the
pavement is 24 feet wide. The base course is sand stabilised with cement. There are no construction
materials in this part of Nigeria except sand. Armco culverting is used for all structures and there
is no concrete. The stone for surface dressing comes from a river 40 miles from the southern ter
minus of the road and the average haul is about 100 miles. The contract value is £3,000,000.
(vi) The Guine/-Maigatari Road.—6571.
As with the Lake Chad Road this was designed by the Ministry of Works. It is only 14 miles long
and is intended to link the road system of Northern Nigeria with those of Niger Republic to the North.
The contract value is £400,000.
Drainage:

Roadworks:
6573—Eastern Nigeria Road Study.

This is an engineering aiid economic study of the road system of Eastern Nigeria and is intended
to provide the information on which a logical plan of road development can be based. The economic
study is being carried out by the Economist Intelligence Unit. As soon as the more urgent priorities
have been established, engineering feasibility reports and preliminary designs for some 300 miles of
road will be produced. These reports will form the basis of an application to the World Bank for
construction loans.

Yerwa To ten Drainage (111(1 Roadworks.—5970.

Yerwa is the old part of Maiduguri which is the capital of Bornu Province. The project consists
of a series of open channels and subsidiary drains to carry surface water into the River Ngadda.
Numerous culverts are required both for the main roads and for access to footpaths and side streets.
The roads are being rebuilt as the drainage is installed. They are 24 feet wide with a cement stabilized
sand base. The total cost of the final scheme, including some eleven miles of road, will be about
£950,000. The present contract for the first stage has a value of £750,000.

TANZANIA
NORTHERN NIGERIA
(i) Lafia-Shendani Road.—6574A
This road is 75 miles long. When completed it will provide a very much needed access to the rich
agricultural area lying between the Jos Plateau and the Benue River. The survey has been started
and the intention is to have the contract documents completed in time for construction to commence
There will be a 24-ft wide carriageway with 5-ft verges. It is very unlikely
in the next dry season.
that naturally occurring base course material will be found and the base will consist either of crushed
rock or cement-stabilised soil.
(ii) Agaie-Bara Road.—6574B
This road is 35 miles long and leads from the Keffi-Badeggi road to the river port of’ Baro on the
Niger. At one time the river ports were of considerable importance but trade has declined due to
the growth of road traffic and the fact that the Niger and Benue rivers are navigable by large craft
for only a few months of the year. The Kainji Dam on the Niger will regulate the dry weather flow
and it is expected that river transport will once more become an important factor ill the economy of
those areas bordering the Niger. The road will be designed to the same standards as the Lafia
Shendam Road.
(iii) Engineering—Economic Studies.
These will be carried out on some 430 miles of road which are intended to be constructed in the
next stage of the Development Plan. They will consist essentially of an economic appreciation of
the benefits of new or reconstructed roads and an engineering feasibility report. The Economist
[ntelligence Unit will carry out the economic study.
(iv) Flirt/Icr design.

Some 200 miles of roads ill be selected from the roads which are the subject of the Engineeringi
Economic studies and design and contract documents will be prepared.

Al kuinbura— Kisangiro Road.—6476.
This road is 100 miles long and forms part of the main trunk route linking Nairobi with Dar-es
Salaam. The pavement is 22 feet wide and the base will consist of cement stabilized soil or crushed
rock depending on availability and prices quoted by Contractors. The new alignment departs from
the original line at about half way and follows the West side of the South Para niountains. The
technical reason for this change is that the greater part of the rainfall occurs on the east side of the
range and the line of the existing road poses many drainage problenis. The alteration of line re
duced the length of the road by some 8 miles. Tenders have been called for and are due in November.
Marangu— Usseri Road.—656 I

The lower slopes of Kilimanjaro are densely populated and produce various crops in large quantities.
The road from Marangu to Usseri is 31 miles long and runs from the main Moshi-Mombasa road to
the Kenya border around the east side of the mountain. Our commission is to make an economic
study to determine the best line and to design the new road. The existing road has steep gradients
in places and many of the structures are inadequate. Work on this project started in September.
Mikun ii— Mgeta and 1/akara— Ma/inyi Roads.
These two projects, totalling some 200 miles in length, are being undertaken jointly with TAMS.
At the time of writing no work has been done although a start will have been niade before this issue
of PONTIFACT appears.

Thaiik your /ackj’ stars ?
Syd Drury, having read in his horoscope that
lie must on no account lose his temper that day,
was asked by the Contractor to approve some

work at Kwai Chung. After examining it he
said very gently “I won’t tell you now what I
think of it, but I’ll have great pleasure in doing
so first thing in the morning.’’
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The scheme also includes a Treatment Works of 300 m.g.d. capacity, storage reservoirs and approxi
mately 15 niiles of waterniains. The estimated cost is £713,000 and work on site is expected to com
mence towards the end of next year.
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aquifers lying below the channel of the Kogin Kano and deliver it to a new treatment plant of 500
m.g.d. output. Apart from the Intake and Treatment Works no other work is required pending the
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At the time of writing no work has been done although a start will have been niade before this issue
of PONTIFACT appears.

Thaiik your /ackj’ stars ?
Syd Drury, having read in his horoscope that
lie must on no account lose his temper that day,
was asked by the Contractor to approve some

work at Kwai Chung. After examining it he
said very gently “I won’t tell you now what I
think of it, but I’ll have great pleasure in doing
so first thing in the morning.’’
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by Boiviiess (alias Bambury, alias Banstead)
Li,,es of Communication
The regular bulletins put out by London
Office on staff organisation, appointments,
promotions and movements is of particular
interest to members of the firm in the provinces
and provides news of old colleagues between
issues of PONTIFACT.
It occurs to me that an
informal bulletin on a smaller scale might be
invaluable for internal circulation in Westmor
land, when construction of the M6 motorway is
in progress. I remember that contact between
the Resident Engineers’ staffs on the two con
temporary motorways contract in Cheshire was
rather lacking—on the social level at any rate.
The two roads did meet! This problem could
be magnified in Westmorland, when the four
contracts are under way and we are deployed on
a 36-mile front.
Already there is in existence a very compre
hensive directory of private addresses, running to
more than two foolscap pages, and it is anticipated
that there may be twice this number of entries
in two years time. However, a regular circular
containing up-to-date “family trees” of R.E.
organisations, locations of site offices and
telephone numbers, brief synopses of progress
along the line and a calendar of sports and social
events, would help to keep engineers in touch
with their old friends from Shaw End and the
work they are engaged upon.
In the social context a fleeting visit to Kendal
by Alice, when on holiday in the Lake District,
served to remind us that we have not yet per
suaded any publican here to stage the sort of
parties that we had in Sandbach. It is un
fortunate that the landlords have such a deep
respect for the licensing laws. I am afraid that
Alice in Westmorland is a dream that will never
be realised.
*

*

*

Fi.rhp Busi,ws.c
After considerable correspondence on the
subject of fishing in the River Mint at Shaw

End, during which we attempted to obtain
special staff membership from the Association
which had hitherto held the fishing rights, our
landlord concluded his contract with that
Association at the beginning of this season and
let it to a small private syndicate for the fee of
£85 per annum. The new syndicate has not
been much in evidence, but I was shown a ten
pound salmon taken within a stones throw of
the office at the beginning of August. Howeer,
some of us did taste the local fish after Ernie
Rigg brought in a salmon caught by a friend of
his on the Kent. The salmon was cut into
steaks and distributed to the gourmets at a
charge much less than the ten shillings per
pound demanded in the shops. Those who
performed the surgery were surprised to find
that almost a third of the weight of a twelve
pounder is lost in the head and tail so that the
shopkeepers profit cannot be the l00% one had
expected.
I suspect that poaching of the Lune through
the Tebay Gorge and the Kent at Levens during
the motorway construction, may present a real
problem which no one has yet fully appreciated.
One can imagine a gang of labourers from a
construction camp in the wilds, with nothing
better to do on an idle Sunday evening than
cause havoc amongst the fish population,
particularly if they manage to pocket a few guncotton primers whilst rock blasting is in progress
through the gorge. Perhaps there ought to be
a special clause in the General Conditions of
Contract covering this possibility!!
The last suggestion may be a bit far-fetched
but I am serious about the problem of poaching,
because Westmorland takes its salmon seriously.
You have only to read the Westmorland Gazette
to realise this. Whilst other local newspapers
will be concerned with coLirt proceedings against
offending motorists and shop-lifters, the head
lines here are preoccupied with cases of nocturnal
activity which result in salmon being taken by’
gaff from the water.

Allocated by the Lot doji partiiersl’np duriii
65005
65006
65007
65008
65009
65010
65011
65012
65013
65016
65019
65020
65021
65024
65025
65026
65029
65030
65031
65033
65036
65037
65039
65040
65041
65042
65043
65044
65045
65046
65047
65048
65049
65050

Antigua Airport
Belize Airport
Grand Cayman Airport
Chelsea Hospital for Women

1

1965

Strengthening and resurfacing of Runways
and new aprons. etc.

Proposed redevelopment of Queen
Charlotte’s Hospital.
B.E.A. Miscellaneous, 1965.
Various minor alterations.
l.C.I. Fibres, Ltd. Gloucester
New Compressor House.
I.C.I. Fibres, Ltd, Pontypool
Main Factory—New Sub-Station
I.C.I. Fibres, Ltd, Pontypool
West Extension.
I.C.I. Fibres, Ltd. Doncaster.
Various additions.
Mallowdale Farm Access Road
Advice regarding stabilisation of existing
road.
I.C.I. Fibres, Ltd. Pontypool
U.K. Factories Spinning area, Investigation.
Dungeness B’ Power Station, A.G.R.
New Nuclear Power Station
Coton Manor Flat Development
Investigation into proposed Foundations.
l.C.I. Fibres, Ltd. South Africa—Phase 6.
Extension.
Kuwait—Radio Therapy Unit.
Advice only.
I.C.I. Fibres, Ltd. Pontypool.
Experimental Plant, Drawtwist Extension.
45 Park Lane, WI. Playboy Club.
Alterations to existing Structure.
I.C.I. Fibres, Ltd. Gloucester.
Drawtwist Area Extension.
Bagshot—Objection to M.3 Motorway.
Advising Local Residents Association.
Subway under Lime Street, St. John’s Precinct. Pedestrian Subway.
B.E.A. Engineering Base.
London Airport Car Park Extension.
Brewers Quay—Radio Mast.
Investigation.
I.C.I. Fibres, Ltd, Pontypool, Fieldon Cabinets. Investigation.
I.C.l. Fibres, Ltd, Pontypool, Roof Insulation. Investigation.
Coldra Viaduct.
Investigation re collapse.
British Honduras
Investigation for Haulover Road.
Geraldine House.
Alterations to Sub-basement.
W. K. Webster—”Brunes”.
Submission of expert advice.
Hereford—Dispute between C. J. Pearce
Submission of expert advice.
& Co. Ltd. and City of Hereford.
Wet Sleddale Dam—Wing Cut-off Trench.
Tests and Report.
Hatfield House—Bridge
Investigation
Pontypridd & Rhondda Joint Water
Advice.
Board—Spoil Tip, Porth.
A.P.C. Steam Generating Heavy Water
Advice and Cost Study.
Reactor.
Savoy Hotel—Objection to one-way Traffic.
Professional Advice.
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Staff Movements—ontinued.

Staff Notes
New Appointments:
Be/ftist
Mrs. J. Burns
Mr. M. P. Horan
Miss E. Jackson
Miss E. L. McCullough
Mrs. J. Ferguson
Mrs. D. E. McCormick
Glasgo u’
Mr. T. E. Rae
Mr. I. R. Haywood
Mrs. M. I. Maxwell
Tees-side Office
Mr. S. Brewer
Mr. 0. Turnbull
KL’ndal
Miss V. Denny
Mrs. M. E. Sheppard
Mrs. F. Wheatley
Mr. J. S. McNee
Mr. A. M. Brodie
Mr. R. A. Denton-Cox

Staff Movements
Mr. D. S. Bhamra
Mr. F. Simpson
Mr. J. C. Braithwaite
Mr. J. A. Fullerton
Mr. D. Hight
Mr. E. Lyons
Mr. A. A. Sangster
Mr. D. J. Verran
Mr. D. S. Clarkin
Mr. J. Irving
Mr, R. J. Blake

Ke,idal—co,,tinued.
Mr. C. A. H. Fink
Miss A. M. Gudgeon
Mr. B. J. Mulady
Mr. P. T. Webster
Miss A. J. Wilson
Mr. A. Franklin
Mr. M. J. Leathers
Mr. P. E. Mortimore
London
Mr. A. Gardner
Mr. C. Y. Lai
Mrs. M. McDermott
Mr. T. J. Scott-Webb
Mr. M. J. Steven
Mr. S. V. Velankar
Mrs. E. Dury
Mrs. J. Lee
Mr. W. R. Kemp
Mr. M. A. Slinn
Mr. A. Whitehorn
Mr. J. M. Wilson
Mr. S. R. Wright
Mr. P. E. M. Gray
Mr. R. J. Wells
Mr. P. R. B. Bennett

London—con tinned.
Mr. D. W. Hight
Mr. G. P. Marsden
Mr. J. E. Peters
Mr. A. J. F. Skelton
Mr. G. R. Stanley
Mr. S. K. Basu
Mr. D. J. M. Carvill
Miss B. J. Chalklin
Mr. R. J. Gratwick
Mr. C. G. Haywood
Miss B. Keen
Mr. C. R. Lane
Mr. P. F. Simpson
Mr. H. Teye-Glover
Mr. D. R. Abbott
Mr. S. J. Farrington
Mr. J. A. Fullerton
Mr. T. S. Gare
Mr. D. W. Hugman
Mr. R. D. Ranisay
Mr. S. Turceninoff
Mr. P. M. Webb
Miss S. Wyatt
Mr. B. Xavier
Mr. D. W. T. Morifew
Mr. M. S. Bourner

To
Taylor’s Section
Scrutiny Section
Fuller’s Section
Cassell’s Section
Cassell’s Section
Hancock’s Section
Hancock’s
Hong Kong Tunnel
Hancock’s
Concrete Pressure Vessel

Section
Section
Section
Section

Hong Kong Partnership

Mr. D. F. Dudeney
Mr. H. S. Bassan
Mr. W. J. Wyley
Mr. P. Lance
Mr. A. Y. Saleh
Mr. J. B. Cook
Mr. C. J. Wright
Mr. C. Amies
Mr. B. Tucker
Mr. W. McFarlane
Mr. A. D. Rowland
Mr. V. Uttley
Mr. R. H. Hawkins
Mr. D. A. Wainwright
Mr. J. R. Lane
Mr. E. G. Parker
Mr. B. J. Hunter
Mr. C. R. Fitt
Mr. M. 0. Olaniyan
Mr. D. J. M. Carvill
Mr. D. H. Newell
Mr. J. S. McCabe
Mr. W. Maslowicz
Mr. J. J. Mushet
Mr. W. J. Kelly
Mr. W. Scott
Mr. P. E. Joselin
Mr. C. O’M. H. Seale
Mr. D. P. Bew
Mr. F. S. Matthews
Mr. J. V. Doyle
Mr. G. E. 0. Wright
Mr. M. K. Morgan
Mr. K. L. Weir
Mr. T. E. Hart
Mr. P. A. Green
Mr. W. H. Holmes
Mr. G. P. Nicoll
Mr. T. E. Vaughan
Mr. J. Aitken
Mr. D. B. MacNeill
Mr. J. M. Stamper

To
Bridges Section
Bridges Section
Hancock’s Section
Sutton’s Section
Pryliñski’s Section
Prylinski’s Section
A.R.E. on C.U. Site
A.R.E. on CU. Site
A.R.E. on Whitgift Centre
1.0W. on I.C.l. Pontypool
A.R.E. on B.N.S. Gloucester
R.E. on B.E.A. London Airport
R.E. on P. & 0. Site
course at Imperial College
A.R.E. on I.C.l. Pontypool
1.0W. on Whitgift Centre
Kendal Office
Kendal Office
Belfast Office
Hong Kong Partnership
..

Hong Kong Partnership

Hong Kong—Plover Cove
Hong Kong Partnership
Maiduguri—Northern Nigeria

R.E. Northern Nigeria
A.R.E. Kaduna
R.E. on Afam Power Station
Road Study, Enugu, Eastern Nigeria
Road Study. Enugu, Eastern Nigeria
Transportation Study, Uganda
A.R.E. on Moni Power Station, Cyprus
Civils Section
course at Imperial College
course at Battersea College of Technology
Bridges Section
Sutton’s Section
Townhead Interchange Site
Townhead Interchange Site
R.E. Townhead Interchange Site
1.0W. Townhead Interchange Site
1.0W. Townhead Interchange Site
Tees-Side Office

..
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Club Notes
Camera C1b
Following its first complete year in existence,
the Camera Club is getting into its stride and a
full programme has been planned for the Winter
season.
The programme falls into two groups—the
first being the usual monthly evening meetings
(normally a Wednesday), which will in the main
be of a technical nature. As the Club was
formed only comparatively recently, most of
the lectures will not generally be at an advanced
level and those with little or no experience will
find much to interest them and enhance their
enjoyment of their photography however little
time they may have, in fact, to practise it.
The first meeting, held in October, was a
repeat of last year’s practical demonstration in
portraiture by Mr. P. Gurnhill, a member of
The Camera Club, Manchester Square, WI.,
during which members were able to take an
active part trying out their own techniques under
Mr. Gurnhill’s guidance. The model for all
this was Shirley Wyatt, whose composure,
co-operation, good humour and of course
photogenic quality, made an enjoyable and
successful evening. In November, we had an
evening for the showing of the colour slides
entered in the Summer Competition (announced
in PONTIFACT at Easter) and the announcement
of the winning entries. The most valuable part
of such a meeting are the criticism of slides given
by the judge, in this case Mr. Francis Chambers,
who has generously given his services on previous
similar occasions and who can be relied on for
some pithy comments on composition and
work ma nsh i p.
A rather different event is planned for Decem
ber 22nd, when Mr. Bowen has undertaken to
show the slides he took in Africa during his
tour in 1964 as President of the Institution of
Structural Engineers. This meeting will be
open to all members of the Firm and, being near
Christmas, the opportunity to niake it a general
social occasion is not being lost. The PONTIFACT

has generously offered to assist in
the arrangements and to provide some home
made and unusual wines and at the time of
going to press, planning of this joint meeting is
well in hand.
After Christmas, there will be an evening
devoted to practical demonstration and dis
cussion on developing, printing and enlarging
and a talk on “Composition”. Mr. Sang has
promised to show the slides he took on his
American Tour in 1963, and it is also planned to
arrange an evening for an informal slide com
petition at which members themselves comment
on and judge the entries.
The other side of the Camera Club activities is
a series of lunch-time slide shows open to all
members of the Firm. These can be on virtually
WINE CIRCLE

Taken at a Portraiture Session of the Camera Club—

modelled by Shirley Wyatt.

I
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any subject and so far we have had Zach
Matthews on tour in Europe and Africa, Jim
Blake on holiday in Ireland, and Frank Ekman
on his mountaineering and geological expedition
in Greenland. En January, “Mac” McDermott
and Dudley Ings will show a film and slides on
Wuya Bridge, Bernard Ranger will show slides
on Sweden, and Michael Bell on the West
Indies. Another forthcoming attraction is John
Taylor, who this Summer joined an unusual
expedition to find a fresh water spring in the
sea off the Greek island of Chios. It is also
hoped to prevail on some of the ladies to show
their slides. A number of other subjects are
in the pipe lire but the Committee would welcome
offers and idias for future programmes.
The Camera Club Committee recently decided
that the Club should apply to become a member
of the Central Association of Photographic
Societies. The Club would thus become auto
matically affiliated to the Photographic Alliance,
which is made up of ten regional Federations
with a total membership of over 1,000 photo
graphic societies and camera clubs throughout
the U.K. Membership of these bodies would
entitle the Club to make use of loan collections
of prints and slides, recorded and illustrated
lectures, leaflets on aspects of club organisation
and so on; also providing club membership is
sufficiently numerous to justify them, the services
of lecturers and judges. Member societies can
also take part in competitions and exhibitions
airanged by the Alliance and Federations.
Two of our own facilities are worth mentioning
here. One is the Club’s darkroom which is now
fitted out and available for use by members.
Instruction for beginners can be arranged. The
equipment comprises a universal enlarger with
two lenses, 15” x 12” masking frame, dishes up
to 15”>< 12”, safelights, timer plus two developing
tanks and thermometer which is accurate to
for developing films, and a dishwarmer and
glazer, etc.
-°

Pontifact Camera Club
President
Hon. Chairman
Hon. Secretary
Hon. Treasurer
Committee Members

C. G. Sang
B. E. S. Ranger
R. Jones
C. F. Knollys
IMrs. P. Hagan
I Miss N. Shelley
M. N. Bell

U.

The other facility is the discount obtainable
on photographic materials which are purchased
by members at a photographic dealers in Victoria
Street.
Summer Colour Slide Competition
Title:

‘‘Sttiu,iertin,e’’

Prize maccs
1. Country Scene:
1st. R. Moodie.
2nd. G. Ray.
3rd. Mrs. Hagan.
2. Water Scene:
1st. J. R. Wilkins.
2nd. E. 0. Measor.
3rd. R. S. Oliver.
3. Town Scene:
1st. R. Moodie.
2nd. H. S. Bassan.
The next photographic competition (open to
all members of the Firm) is the Spring 1966
Competition and is for black and white photo
graphs, the subject unrestricted, minimum size
whole plate (6?,-” x 8?,-”). Entry Fee: Members
6d., Non-Members 1/— per entry. The closing
date for entries is 31st March, 1966. The
Committee invite particularly entries from
members of the Firm at offices outside London
and overseas. All entries will be treated with
care and returned to the owners.
Members of the Firm who wish to join the
Camera Club should contact the Secretary,
Ron Jones, (Extn. 240).
BERNARD RANGER.

Be! fist Cricket
After prolonged negotiations with the Athletic
Stores, lasting well into July, we succeeded in
obtaining a 12- discount (Partners please
note) on our equipment in time for our second
fixture with Belfast Corporation Surveyors’
Dept—the first being rained off in typical
Ulster fashion.
We won the match without much trouble and
adjourned to the “Summerton Arms” which
was to be our Club House for the remainder of
the season.
Our exaggerated self esteem carried well
through our third fixture with Sir Lindsay
Parkinsons’, when their innings only amounted
to 44 runs. After seven ducks we realized we
were in a hazardous position but with the emer
gence of ‘dark horse’ Joshua Oyedepo and
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Club Notes
Camera C1b
Following its first complete year in existence,
the Camera Club is getting into its stride and a
full programme has been planned for the Winter
season.
The programme falls into two groups—the
first being the usual monthly evening meetings
(normally a Wednesday), which will in the main
be of a technical nature. As the Club was
formed only comparatively recently, most of
the lectures will not generally be at an advanced
level and those with little or no experience will
find much to interest them and enhance their
enjoyment of their photography however little
time they may have, in fact, to practise it.
The first meeting, held in October, was a
repeat of last year’s practical demonstration in
portraiture by Mr. P. Gurnhill, a member of
The Camera Club, Manchester Square, WI.,
during which members were able to take an
active part trying out their own techniques under
Mr. Gurnhill’s guidance. The model for all
this was Shirley Wyatt, whose composure,
co-operation, good humour and of course
photogenic quality, made an enjoyable and
successful evening. In November, we had an
evening for the showing of the colour slides
entered in the Summer Competition (announced
in PONTIFACT at Easter) and the announcement
of the winning entries. The most valuable part
of such a meeting are the criticism of slides given
by the judge, in this case Mr. Francis Chambers,
who has generously given his services on previous
similar occasions and who can be relied on for
some pithy comments on composition and
work ma nsh i p.
A rather different event is planned for Decem
ber 22nd, when Mr. Bowen has undertaken to
show the slides he took in Africa during his
tour in 1964 as President of the Institution of
Structural Engineers. This meeting will be
open to all members of the Firm and, being near
Christmas, the opportunity to niake it a general
social occasion is not being lost. The PONTIFACT

has generously offered to assist in
the arrangements and to provide some home
made and unusual wines and at the time of
going to press, planning of this joint meeting is
well in hand.
After Christmas, there will be an evening
devoted to practical demonstration and dis
cussion on developing, printing and enlarging
and a talk on “Composition”. Mr. Sang has
promised to show the slides he took on his
American Tour in 1963, and it is also planned to
arrange an evening for an informal slide com
petition at which members themselves comment
on and judge the entries.
The other side of the Camera Club activities is
a series of lunch-time slide shows open to all
members of the Firm. These can be on virtually
WINE CIRCLE

Taken at a Portraiture Session of the Camera Club—

modelled by Shirley Wyatt.
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any subject and so far we have had Zach
Matthews on tour in Europe and Africa, Jim
Blake on holiday in Ireland, and Frank Ekman
on his mountaineering and geological expedition
in Greenland. En January, “Mac” McDermott
and Dudley Ings will show a film and slides on
Wuya Bridge, Bernard Ranger will show slides
on Sweden, and Michael Bell on the West
Indies. Another forthcoming attraction is John
Taylor, who this Summer joined an unusual
expedition to find a fresh water spring in the
sea off the Greek island of Chios. It is also
hoped to prevail on some of the ladies to show
their slides. A number of other subjects are
in the pipe lire but the Committee would welcome
offers and idias for future programmes.
The Camera Club Committee recently decided
that the Club should apply to become a member
of the Central Association of Photographic
Societies. The Club would thus become auto
matically affiliated to the Photographic Alliance,
which is made up of ten regional Federations
with a total membership of over 1,000 photo
graphic societies and camera clubs throughout
the U.K. Membership of these bodies would
entitle the Club to make use of loan collections
of prints and slides, recorded and illustrated
lectures, leaflets on aspects of club organisation
and so on; also providing club membership is
sufficiently numerous to justify them, the services
of lecturers and judges. Member societies can
also take part in competitions and exhibitions
airanged by the Alliance and Federations.
Two of our own facilities are worth mentioning
here. One is the Club’s darkroom which is now
fitted out and available for use by members.
Instruction for beginners can be arranged. The
equipment comprises a universal enlarger with
two lenses, 15” x 12” masking frame, dishes up
to 15”>< 12”, safelights, timer plus two developing
tanks and thermometer which is accurate to
for developing films, and a dishwarmer and
glazer, etc.
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David Lyon, together with fifteen wides, managed
to salvage 32 runs total. To the Club House!
The selectors were forced to introduce Jimmy
James and Jack Craig in our next match with
Antrim C.C. Surveyors’ Dept. in an attempt to
strengthen the middle order batting.
Despite the pace of our opening attack, Antrim
had a brisk knock of 100 for 8. We replied with
a score of 70 odd for 6 and took the liberty of
calling this a draw!
The season ended on a happy note with a
resounding victory over Kirk, McClure &
Morton, although our opponents registered 72
for 3 wickets. The indomitable Kingsley Nutt
raced to a lively 40 then retired with a terrible
thirst. This score was realized with the loss
of only one wicket.
Highlights of a brief but busy season were the
captaincy of George Eakin (hit out or get out),
Jack Craig’s running between wickets (resulting
in a pulled muscle) and Terry McDowell’s consist
ency in being run out three times without scoring.
Kingsley Nutt amassed 23 runs in one over,
Jimmy James gobbled up catches at slip, and
Roddy Tyndale-Biscoe provided light enter
tainment for those who only stand and field.
Next season is eagerly awaited, with the pros
pect of a more comprehensive fixture list in
cluding games with the offices at Glasgow and
Kendal. It is rumoured that Glasgow are already
in training for a weekend fixture in Belfast.

Loiidoii Cricket
This year the Club were unfortunate enough
to experience a poor season from the cricket
point of view. Bad weather at the beginning of
the season prevented the team from obtaining
much needed match practice and this was re
flected in the games during the greater part of
the season. Our first game against Richard
Costains was played in glorious cricket weather,
and although a player short we put up a fighting
display to lose narrowly by fifteen runs.
For the second successive year we were un
fortunate in having our opponents cancel a
fixture at the last moment but managed to
substitute the internal fixture Civils v. StrLlcturals,
the Civils repeating their win of the previous
season, this time by twenty-four runs. At this
stage of the season rain began to play a prominent
part and caused much re-shuffling of fixtures in
an effort to find dry days. Although these were
found they were usually accompanied by gloom
and cold, conditions not conducive to cricket.
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Civils v. Structurals
Civils 94 (J. Blake 50, R. Edwards 27)
Structurals 70 (N. Patel 46 not out)
Civils won by 24 runs

A
Batti’tg

S. & W. K. & P. 1’. Binnie & Partners
S. & W. K. & P. 90 (N. Patel 34, B. Hunter 20,
J. Cook 15)
Binnie & Partners 115 for 2 (B. Hunter 1 for 51,
N. Patel I for 59)
Lost by 8 wickets
The President’s Match

Spectators at the President’s Match were
again able to enjoy a ganie with an exciting
finish. Mr. Grace, delighting the crowd with
32 not out, led the Southern Counties to a 12
run victory over the Rest. Our old friends
Binnie & Partners with whom we have enjoyed
many a tussle in the past, once again proved to
be very strong opposition and we were soundly
beaten by 8 wickets. Our next match was
against the Nyasaland Leopards and was even
more disastrous, we received a sound thrashing
losing by 100 runs.
This season saw the renewal of the enjoyable
fixture against Long Ditton C.C. after a lapse of
two years. In the past we have usually met their
second eleven, so it was some consolation to
know that our 17-run defeat was inflicted by a
team that included eight Long Ditton first eleven
men. The final match of the season against
R. Travers Morgan & Partners gave us our one
and only victory by 6 runs.
I feel that it should be noted that in addition
to the inclement weather, the loss of our Skipper
Roly Edwards and the departure to foreign
soil of Graham Butt, not forgetting our mascot
Norma Butt, plus the fact that Roger Mattingley
was unfit this year, contributed to our poor
display on the field of battle. Although we were
disappointing on the field, we were highly
successful in entertaining our visitors afterwards
and regained some prestige on the dart board.
With the return of Roly Edwards to the firm
we hope for better fortunes next year.

S. & W. K. & P. v. Nyasaland Leopards
Nyasaland Leopards 150 (B. Hunter 5 for 37,
N. Patel 2 for 36)
S. & W. K. & P. 50 (K. D. S. Mattocks 10,
B. Hunter 9, R. Ready 8)
Lost by 100 runs
S. & W. K. & P. i’. Long Ditton
Long Ditton 117 for 3 (R. Ready I for 10,
J. Blake I for 16, K. D. S. Mattocks I for 19)
S. & W. K. & P. 100 for 6 (M. Stokely 19,
C. Bains 13 not out)
Lost by 17 runs.
S. & W. K. & P. v. R. Travers Morgan
R. Travers Morgan 67 for 5 (B. Hunter 3 for 20,
N. Patel I for 20)
S. & W. K. & P. 73 for 5 (K. D. S. Mattocks 29,
C. Bains 25, D. Hitchens 12 not out)
Won by 6 runs
President’s Match

Soot/writ Counties
G. Moore
M. Kennedy
D. Hitchens
B. Hunter
J. Cook
R. Ready
G. Brandon
M. Stokely
H. Gander
H. Grace

13
8
16
4
6
6
3
72
0
32
Extras
II
121
Pate! 2 for 45; Edwards 2 for 38; Doyle 3 for l3
Tile Rest

K. Mattocks
R. Edwards
N. Pate!
F. GLipta

Results:

S. & W. K. & P. i’. Richard Costains
Richard Costain 115 (R. Edwards 3 for 6, N. Patel
4 for 22, G. Butt 3 for 26)
S. & W. K. & P. 100 (N. Patel 28, M. Kennedy 21)
Lost by 15 runs

b. Patel
b. Edwards
lbw. Patel
c. and b. Edwards
b. Mattocks
b. Doyle
c. and b. Doyle
not out
b. Doyle
not out

E. Bird
C. Baines
J. Siebert
J. Doyle
F. Matthews
P. Vulliamy

c. Kennedy b. Moore
c. and b. Moore
c. Stokely b. Hunter
b. Moore
b. Hunter
run out
b. Moore
not out

0
13
IS
7
14

b. Hunter
c. and Ii. Hunter
Extras

Moore 4 for 54; Hunter 4 for 34.

0
13
109

J. Doyle
M. Stokely
N. Patel
J. Blake
D. Hitchens
R. Edwards
C. Baines
Buotuli,,g

‘erages

Vat Highest
outs

score

Total
rut,

A retage

lit its.

2

1

37nt.

45

2
6
3
4
3
5

1
t

22nt.
46nt.
50
16
27
25

41
129
50
.43
40
52

450
410
258
166
143
133
130

Au.

—

1
1

0 crc Al diii.

Runs

Wkt t.

A rentge

R. Edwards
142 3
44
6
7.3
B. Hunter
49
7
129
13
9.9
G. Butt
12
2
36
3
120
R. Ready
2
0
24
2
120
J. Doyle
12
1
38
3
126
J. Blake
7
1
30
2
150
G. Moore
20
I
86
5
172
N. Patel
46
5
182
10
182
Most Catches:
M. Kennedy (Wicket Keeper) 8 N. Patel 7
The above figures obviously do not reflect the
true glories and I feel a special word of praise is
due to Brian Hunter for his fine and consistent
bowling during the season, and to N. (Pat) Patel
for his all-round achievements with bat and ball
and in particular his wonderful catching and
field ing.
REG READY.

L’st,Iiorla,,d Cric/..et
7
1’T
The criticism levelled at the M.C.C. for their
recent selections for the Australian Tour has been
the apparent preference for Southern (more
fashionable?) Counties’ players rather than their
Northern counterparts. We are not therefore dis
heartened by the fact that the Shaw End Cricket
Club provided no participants for this tour.
S.E.C.C. celebrated the season of the 50th
Anniversary of the death of W. G. Grace by
playing three matches—two against our neigh
bours Grayrigg, and the third against a team
selected from the office staff of Netherfield (“K”
Shoe Works).
The local farmers of Grayrigg gave us a lesson
on how to use the long handle (in one of the fixtures
they had just finished harvesting the hay) and the
less said about these games the better. We can
only attribute our failures to our bowlers being
unable to cope with a wet ball weighing considerably more than the regulation 5, oz. after being
retrieved (often) from the stream, and our
batsmen’s inability to penetrate the lush kneehigh grass off the square. The opposition had
apparently left this particular field for fresh
grazing. However, the matches were enjoyable and
we are grateful to Grayrigg for their hospitality.
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Undoubtedly the highlight of the season was
the fixture against Netherfield. Despite being
defeated again we put up a creditable show with
notable batting performances by Collison and
Hopkins. Unfortunately the Boot & Shoe men
had kept in reserve a 1st team opening bowler,
lurking innocuously on the boundary at long leg,
who started operating just when SE. looked like
getting the necessary runs. This bowler was both
faster and straighter than any of his predecessors
and this proved our undoing, though not until
we had come within 30 runs of our opponent’s
total. However, our reputation in the bar after
wards remained untarnished. We look forward
to making this an annual fixture.
How about a challenge from London or
Glasgow?
MIKE HEDDON.

Golf
The “Measor’s Mashie” competition was held
on May 3rd at the R.A.C. Country Club, a total
of twenty players competed in a most enjoyable
afternoon’s golf assisted by fine weather. The
winner this year was Henry Grace who thus has
his name inscribed on the Mashie for the second
time. The top four places in the competition
were filled by the following:—
39 points
I. Henry Grace
36 points
2. J. K. M. Henry
29 points
3. E. 0. Measor
29 points
4. R. F. Meff
from which the reader is at liberty to draw any
conclusion he wishes.
This report differs from previous ones in that
on this occasion I must report that we can no
longer boast of our unbeaten record in matches
against other firms. The opening match of the
season, against Frederick Snow & Partners at
Croham Hyrst G.C., saw our first defeat by two
matches to one. Our second match, against Ove
Arup & Partners over the championship course
at Walton-Heath G.C., saw our second defeat,
this time by three matches to one. Our opponents
included two players of County standard, (one
handicap) and as our team were weakened by the
absence of the leading “Mashie” stars, we bent
the knee for the second time.
For our annual match with Sir Alexander
Gibb & Partners we were represented by our
leading players again and this match, with two
wins each, resulted in a tie for the second suc
cessive year which was satisfying for us as this is
one match we prefer not to lose.
On August 5th we met Binnie & Partners at the

4

R.A.C. Country Club, this was the first golf
match between the two firms, although we meet
regularly in other sports, so we were pleased to
record a victory on this occasion. Note: our
first win this season! Our readers will be pleased
to learn that the team celebrated with renewed
confidence as they contemplated relating the
news in the office next morning.
The following match, our annual battle with
the Dolphin Golf Society at Cuddington G.C.
Banstead, which is another game we prefer not
to lose, saw a reversal of fortune and our third
defeat of the year. This was an exciting match
which was decided on the eighteenth green in the
gathering dusk, when Pat Vulliamy’s “long putt”
to tie the match just failed to get into the hole.
The team decided, philosophically, that if our
opponents gain such obvious pleasure from
winning then it must be worth while the effort of
taking part.
Our final match of the season, versus
Messrs. Preece, Cardew & Rider, was at the
Tandridge G.C. near Oxted, a most attractive
undulating course in beautiful condition. Our
host, Mr. Shaw of P.C.R., was most hospitable
and even arranged for a meal to be laid out for
the players as they passed the clubhouse after
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nine holes. This match resulted in a win for our
team and so we enter the winter training period
rejuvenated and look forward to avenging our de
feats and consolidating our victories next season.
FRANK SIrIPsoN.

Teon is
The summer’s weather brought little joy to the
majority, but on record, Office tennis has had a
very good season. It would be too much to say
we won all our matches, but the elements were
with us, and did not interfere with Alan Rowland’s
fixture arrangements.
The only disappointment during the season
was that Rendel Palmer & Tritton twice got cold
feet when faced with our fixture. This reduced
the number of matches to six. In these, Guinness
very politely, but twice, showed us that their
advertisement applies to the ladies too: we, how
ever, competed with Binnies and McAlpines on
more than even terms. The Office had no out
standing players but teams, selected fromdepth,
acquitted themselves well on the courts and
probably better socially afterwards.
The Inter Section Cup competition brought a
record entry of thirteen teams from eleven
sections involving 40-50 individuals. Organised
in three leagues, the competition produced three
finalists. Fortunately PrylinskiA’ was strong
enough to defeat both Civils Section and
Grainger’s Section and take the Cup undisputed.
For the less active tennis enthusiasts, the
Partners again presented a series of tickets for
Wimbledon fortnight to be distributed by lottery.
I am sure they were gratefully accepted.
Next season newcomers to office tennis, ladies
please note that you will be particularly welcome,
and any others who do not know the facilities for
playing tennis provided by the firm, should con
tact Cohn Baines who is now Club Secretary.
CHRISTOPHER WRIGHT.
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Malcolm Millais & Brian Meredith
competing in the ‘Mashie’

“Wow” is the Enterprise Sailing Dinghy that
the firm acquired at the end of August. She
arrived in time for the “Indian Summer” and was
in regular use until the end of October, never
capsizing and only requiring paddling home once.
We intend to keep her at the South Windermere
Sailing Club, Fell Foot, next season, for although
this is some way from Kendal it provides the best
opportunities for both learning and racing.
For those who wish to race it will be necessary
for the helmsman to be a member of the South

Windermere Sailing Club. Others just sailing
need not be members, but we hope to arrange
some form of party membership, since we are
using the Club’s facilities.
The boat is available at any time for the hard
bitten racing man; for the learner, when we hope
to have available a set of cruising sails; or even
the power enthusiast provided he supplies his
own low-power outboard motor. Staff from
other parts will be particularly welcome if they
are here on holiday.
CHRIs FORD.

Squash Racquets
Having won both of the two matches that we
have played so far this season the squash team
has got off to a flying start, already equalling the
total number of matches won last season. These
victories, both by the narrow margin of 3-2, have
been gained against J. D. & D. M. Watson and
Shell, this being we believe the first time ever that
we have defeated the latter team. The next step
will be to include in the side someone who can
not only win his game but also match Richard
Cheston as a raconteur. Our ambition has been
rather frustrated since these successes by the
cancellation of two away matches, through no
fault of our own, and we can only hope that this
does not constitute a bad omen for the future.
Although we have once again lost Zach Matthews
to a warmer clime, there are at least seven
players who are actively vying for places in the
team, including two, Cohn Baines and Richard
Wells, who have joined the fIrm since last season.
This competition is doing much to raise the stan
dard of squash played by the team.
I know that there are many other members of
the firm who are playing at Dolphin Square,
when they are able to obtain courts, and I hope
that many more of them may make use of the
squash ladder both to improve their game and to
challenge for places in the team. Already I have
heard rumours of forthcoming take-over bids
from the Bridges Section and the General Office.
I believe that the better one becomes at this
sport, the more one enjoys it and the only sure
road to improvement is keen competition. As
an additional incentive you are now able to cool
off after your game with a swim in the pool at
Dolphin Square. If there is anyone in the firm
who would like more information on the facilities
made available to us by the Partners, I should be
only too pleased to hear from him or her.
BILL WYLEY.
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Undoubtedly the highlight of the season was
the fixture against Netherfield. Despite being
defeated again we put up a creditable show with
notable batting performances by Collison and
Hopkins. Unfortunately the Boot & Shoe men
had kept in reserve a 1st team opening bowler,
lurking innocuously on the boundary at long leg,
who started operating just when SE. looked like
getting the necessary runs. This bowler was both
faster and straighter than any of his predecessors
and this proved our undoing, though not until
we had come within 30 runs of our opponent’s
total. However, our reputation in the bar after
wards remained untarnished. We look forward
to making this an annual fixture.
How about a challenge from London or
Glasgow?
MIKE HEDDON.

Golf
The “Measor’s Mashie” competition was held
on May 3rd at the R.A.C. Country Club, a total
of twenty players competed in a most enjoyable
afternoon’s golf assisted by fine weather. The
winner this year was Henry Grace who thus has
his name inscribed on the Mashie for the second
time. The top four places in the competition
were filled by the following:—
39 points
I. Henry Grace
36 points
2. J. K. M. Henry
29 points
3. E. 0. Measor
29 points
4. R. F. Meff
from which the reader is at liberty to draw any
conclusion he wishes.
This report differs from previous ones in that
on this occasion I must report that we can no
longer boast of our unbeaten record in matches
against other firms. The opening match of the
season, against Frederick Snow & Partners at
Croham Hyrst G.C., saw our first defeat by two
matches to one. Our second match, against Ove
Arup & Partners over the championship course
at Walton-Heath G.C., saw our second defeat,
this time by three matches to one. Our opponents
included two players of County standard, (one
handicap) and as our team were weakened by the
absence of the leading “Mashie” stars, we bent
the knee for the second time.
For our annual match with Sir Alexander
Gibb & Partners we were represented by our
leading players again and this match, with two
wins each, resulted in a tie for the second suc
cessive year which was satisfying for us as this is
one match we prefer not to lose.
On August 5th we met Binnie & Partners at the
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R.A.C. Country Club, this was the first golf
match between the two firms, although we meet
regularly in other sports, so we were pleased to
record a victory on this occasion. Note: our
first win this season! Our readers will be pleased
to learn that the team celebrated with renewed
confidence as they contemplated relating the
news in the office next morning.
The following match, our annual battle with
the Dolphin Golf Society at Cuddington G.C.
Banstead, which is another game we prefer not
to lose, saw a reversal of fortune and our third
defeat of the year. This was an exciting match
which was decided on the eighteenth green in the
gathering dusk, when Pat Vulliamy’s “long putt”
to tie the match just failed to get into the hole.
The team decided, philosophically, that if our
opponents gain such obvious pleasure from
winning then it must be worth while the effort of
taking part.
Our final match of the season, versus
Messrs. Preece, Cardew & Rider, was at the
Tandridge G.C. near Oxted, a most attractive
undulating course in beautiful condition. Our
host, Mr. Shaw of P.C.R., was most hospitable
and even arranged for a meal to be laid out for
the players as they passed the clubhouse after
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nine holes. This match resulted in a win for our
team and so we enter the winter training period
rejuvenated and look forward to avenging our de
feats and consolidating our victories next season.
FRANK SIrIPsoN.
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more than even terms. The Office had no out
standing players but teams, selected fromdepth,
acquitted themselves well on the courts and
probably better socially afterwards.
The Inter Section Cup competition brought a
record entry of thirteen teams from eleven
sections involving 40-50 individuals. Organised
in three leagues, the competition produced three
finalists. Fortunately PrylinskiA’ was strong
enough to defeat both Civils Section and
Grainger’s Section and take the Cup undisputed.
For the less active tennis enthusiasts, the
Partners again presented a series of tickets for
Wimbledon fortnight to be distributed by lottery.
I am sure they were gratefully accepted.
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please note that you will be particularly welcome,
and any others who do not know the facilities for
playing tennis provided by the firm, should con
tact Cohn Baines who is now Club Secretary.
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need not be members, but we hope to arrange
some form of party membership, since we are
using the Club’s facilities.
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the power enthusiast provided he supplies his
own low-power outboard motor. Staff from
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Having won both of the two matches that we
have played so far this season the squash team
has got off to a flying start, already equalling the
total number of matches won last season. These
victories, both by the narrow margin of 3-2, have
been gained against J. D. & D. M. Watson and
Shell, this being we believe the first time ever that
we have defeated the latter team. The next step
will be to include in the side someone who can
not only win his game but also match Richard
Cheston as a raconteur. Our ambition has been
rather frustrated since these successes by the
cancellation of two away matches, through no
fault of our own, and we can only hope that this
does not constitute a bad omen for the future.
Although we have once again lost Zach Matthews
to a warmer clime, there are at least seven
players who are actively vying for places in the
team, including two, Cohn Baines and Richard
Wells, who have joined the fIrm since last season.
This competition is doing much to raise the stan
dard of squash played by the team.
I know that there are many other members of
the firm who are playing at Dolphin Square,
when they are able to obtain courts, and I hope
that many more of them may make use of the
squash ladder both to improve their game and to
challenge for places in the team. Already I have
heard rumours of forthcoming take-over bids
from the Bridges Section and the General Office.
I believe that the better one becomes at this
sport, the more one enjoys it and the only sure
road to improvement is keen competition. As
an additional incentive you are now able to cool
off after your game with a swim in the pool at
Dolphin Square. If there is anyone in the firm
who would like more information on the facilities
made available to us by the Partners, I should be
only too pleased to hear from him or her.
BILL WYLEY.
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Stamp Cliii)
The Committee and members wish to thank
our Resident contacts abroad, who have pur
chased, licked and posted stamps to meet our
requirements, namely:—
British Guiana
Robby Franklin
Cyprus
Angus Wilson
Hong Kong
Harry Pooley
Malawi
David Ruxton
Nigeria
John Caifrey
Tanzania
Edith Hedges and
Mike Britnell
We should also like to thank various members
of the staff who have made purchases on our
behalf whilst passing through countries.
If any members of the Firm would like to
place a standing order (6 months minimum
period) for special or definitive issues, would
they please contact Chris Knollys who will make
the order.
The club is indebted to the Partners for their
generosity in providing funds for the purchase of
catalogues and for the distribution of stamps
from the Firm’s mails. The catalogues held are
as follows:—
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Stanley Gibbons—
Part I British Commonwealth
Part II Europe
Part III Africa, Asia & Anierican
Great Britain Specialised Catalogue.
Commonwealth Stamp Co.—
Queen Elizabeth
King George VI
J.L. Catalogue of Varieties—
Queen Elizabeth Stamps
At present these catalogues are held by David
King to whom application should be made to
borrow any of these books.
For the future the Club intends to hold an
exhibition of stamps and members are invited to
prepare three pages of stamps for exhibition.
More details will be circularised later.
*

*

*

Your committee for 1966 is:—
F. M. Bowen
President
G. E. 0. Wright
Chairman
Vice Chairman
M. J. Kennedy
Isabelle Burleigh
Secretary
Assistant Secretary C. F. Knollys
D. J. King
Treasurer

Editorial
Many things have happened since the last
issue of P0NTIFACT,including the disappearance of
the old Board to the far corners of the globe and
the appointment of new menibers. However,
before going on to mention them by name, we
would like to offer apologies to W. A. Grainger
for incorrectly giving him membership of the
ICE, instead of the Structurals and to Ronnie
Lim for not acknowledging the photographs
taken by him and used with the Christmas Party
feature.
Many of you will already know that Roy Wood
has taken up a new appointment outside the
Firm. Roy was a founder member of PONTIFAC1
Board, together with Morris Hopkins and served
on the Board for all subsequent issues. We send
our very best regards and hope that we will hear
from him in the future. Brian Tucker is another
member who has given long service to the Board,
but having taken up a site appointment, he has
had to resign. Again, out thanks for the work

Brian has done helping to establish the magazine.
Other outgoing members of the Board are Beth
Bancroft and Jim Blake, who has taken up a site
appointment overseas.
The new London Board is fortunate to regain
the services of Mary Willett, who is acting in the
capacity of consultant responsible for liaison and
administration. The new Board members are as
follows:—
Andrew Sangster
Christopher Knollys
Malcolm Wilford
Roland Pilcher
We wish them every success for the future.
We know they will enjoy continuing support of
our sub-editors and all readers of PONTIFACT.
Sub-Editors:-—
Belfast
Glasgow
Hong Kong
Kendal
Nigeria

•

.

Gordon Allen
David Moncrieff
Peter Heath
Morris Hopkins
John Gandy
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